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The present User's Guide applies to the three-dimensional viscous
flow forward marching analysis as used for the calculation of the
helicoptor tip vortex flow field. The basic analysis is described in
Refs. I and 2 as well as Ref. 7 which present equations and results
related to this program. The present User's Guide, which should be
utilized in conjunction with Ref. 7 presents a discussion of the
program flow and subroutines, as well as a list of input and output.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The present section describes the various subroutines used in the
code. The main program is termed PEPSIG which controls the logic of the
program. After setting initial conditions PEPSiG marches the solution
downstream from the initial station. Subroutine PRIMRY in conjunction
with COEFM and ADI solves the primary momentum equatiOn. In this sequence
COEFM writes the differential equation in finite difference form; i.e.
loads the required stdra_e locations to represent the finite difference
form of the equation as a linearized algebraic equation at each grid
point. This process yields a CoUpled set of linear equations, one
equation at each grid point_ w_ich is then solved in ADI. Secondary
flow is calculated via SECFLO; which calls COEFPH, ADI, COEFVS and
ADI2X2. This set of subroutines serves tO Solve the continuity equation
and the coupled stream function - vorticity equations. COEFPH forms
the linearized continuity equation in terms of the unknown potential
(see Ref. 7) at each grid point and ADI solves the set of equations
through matrix inversion_ COEFVS and ADI2X2 relate to the coupled stream
function - vorticity equation. Of the remaining routines CROSEC is a
routine structured to perform several unrelated objectives depending upon
the argument list. These include updating variables and turbulence quantities,
computing integral quantities, writing plot files, etc. RESTAR and RESTRG
are restart subroutines. VlSC and TURB set laminar and turbulent viscosity,
respectively. A description of these and other routines follow, In addition,
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The first subscript in the Z array is the name of the variable stored.
The second subscript is the grid point designator. The arguments of the call
are the grid coordinates IY, IZ. The variables LNIA, LN2A and LN3A are
passed through common from subroutine READZ, permitting subroutine address to
operate both for the Z array incore option (INCORE=I) or for the out of core
option (INCORE=0). The output consists of the grid point designators used
for Y direction derivatives KYI, KY2, KY3, Z direction derivatives KZI, KZ2,
KZ3, cross derivatives KII, KI2, KI3, K21, K22, K23, K31, K32, K33 and source
terms KPT. Note that shifting within ADDRES retains consistency of the
Output when used at boundary points.
ADI
Subroutine ADI solves 2-D scalar linear equations of the form:
8(A_) = D (.) + _) + C
8t Y Dz(
wlth boundary conditions of the form
Dy(_) + Dz(_) + C = 0
where _ is a dependent variable, Dy and Dz are Y direction and Z
direction difference operators, and A and C are independent of _. A
Douglas-Gunn scheme is used to solve the equations (Ref. 3). Parabolic
equations are solved without iteration, elliptic equations are solved
iteratively using a pseudo-time marching technique.
The array C(N, IY, JZ) contains the initial conditions and the
equations to be solved. The solution is returned in C(I, IY, JZ) for
parabolic equations and in C(2, IY, JZ) for elliptic equations.
The argument list contains:
MODEl
0 elliptic equation (A_I)
-I elliptic equation with no Dirichlet boundary
conditions (A_I)
1 parabolic equation
2 parabolic equation (AEI)
IDUMPI
0 no output
1 namelist and iterative information
2 input C array plus IDUMP=I
3 sweep i and sweep 2 coefficients plus IDUMP=2
4 GAUSS coefficients plus IDUMP=3
5 iterative information only
INLYI, INLY2 index limits on IY
INLZI, INLZ2 index limits on JZ
MAXITS maximum number of iterations allowed
for elliptic equations
LIN not used
ICON iterative convergence flag returned
1 converged, 0 not converged
ADI2X2
Subroutine ADI2X2 solves two coupled linear two-dimensional equations.
For parabolic equations the form is:
(Af @f) = Dyf(_f, _s ) + Dzf(_ f, _s) - Sfl _f - Sf2 @s + Cf
_t
+ Dyzf(_ f, @s)
_ (As @s ) = Dys(_f' #s) + Dzs(#f' #s ) - Ssl #f - Ss2 _s + Cs
_t
+ Dyzs(_ f, @s )
For elliptic equations the form is:
Dt(_f , _s) = Dyf(_f, _s) + Dzf(_ f, _s) - Sfl_ f - Sf2_ s + Cf
+ Dyzf(_ f, _s)
Dt(_ f, @s ) = Dys(@ f, #s) + Dzs(_ f, @s) - Ssl@ f - Ss2# s + Cs
+ Dyzs(_ f, _s)
where _f and _s are the dependant variables, Dt, Dy, Dz are time, Y
direction and Z direction operators. Dyz is a cross derivative operation,
and C is a constant. Subscripts f and s refer to first and second variables
or equations.
Boundary conditions are of the form:
Dyf(_f,_s) + Dzf(_f,_s ) + Cf = 0
Dys(_f,_s) + Dzs(_f,_s ) + Cs = C
A Douglas-Gunn Linearized Block Implicit scheme is used to solve the
equations (Ref. 3). Parabolic equations are solved without iteration,
elliptic equations are solved iteratively using a pseudo-time marching
technique.
The array Q(N, IY, IZ) contains the equations to be solved. The array
PHI(N, JY, JZ) contains the initial conditions and the solution.
In the argument llst IWRITE controls intermediate printout. Caution
must be exercised with this variable since massive printout is produced.
IWRITE
0 iteration summary information only
! input equation dump plus IWRITE=0
2 equations sent to block tridiagonal matrix inverter
and solution returned plus IWRITE=I
3 tridiagonal matrix inverter printout (subroutine
MGS2X2) plus IWRITE=2
Argument ICONV is a flag set in ADI2X2 indicating convergence (ICONV=5) for
elliptic equations solved by pseudo-time iteration. Failure to converge is
indicated by ICONV < 5. The maximum number of it&rations allowed in
iterating for convergence is MAX2X2 in common NAM2X2. Parameters MODEF and
MODES in the same common block indicate parabolic or elliptic equations and
they are intended to be set to the same values for any problem, ! for
parabolic equations, 0 for elliptic equations with Dirichlet boundary
conditions and -I for elliptic equations with Neumann boundary conditions on
all boundaries.
ADI3D (not used in the present problem)
BULEEV (not used in the present problem)
CL (not used in the present problem)
COEFM
This subroutine writes the streamwise momentum equation:
Calls to subroutine DXYZ apply the chain rule to express this equation in a
body-fltted coordinate system used. Boundary conditions are either no-slip or
symmetry as controlled by the indicies NSI, NS2, NS3, NS4 for each cross-
sectional boundary separately.
COEFPH
The scalar potential equation:
ph +-- h +
0.:Ox_ _ 0_2 Ox_
is written. Calls to subroutine DXYZ apply the chain rule to express this
equation in body fitted coordinates. Boundary conditions set normal
derivatives equal to zero on the wall and inner board and set 4=0 at the
center boundary. The resulting two-dimensional elliptic scalar equation










A warning message is printed if convergence has not been achieved.
The irrotationai components of the secondary flow velocity are computed
from the scalar potential:
_$ _Yl _ + _Y2 _$
v, Tfl  ---fiTf2
w0 _ _0 _ _Yl ___$ + 3Y2 _0
_x2 _x2 _Yl _x2 _Y2
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COEFVS
This subroutine writes the vector potential equation and the vorticity
transport equation as a coupled system for solution by subroutine ADI2X2.
Vector Potential
a I ah_ + -- + fl
O- Oxi ph Ox_ Ox2 ph Ox2
Vorticity Transport
0 pUp O_ a pvs,Q, a: + + -- (pWs_)h ax3 Oxl Ox2
a_ , ah@
= -- -I-
. vs = v_ + vp Oxl hp Ox2
Ws: w@+w¢ : _ I Oh@Ox2 hp OxI
Although zero normal derivatives of i in the scalar potential equation
correspond to zero normal velocity, the tangential velocity, Vt, at solid
boundaries is generally nonzero. In the coupled vorticity and vector-potential
equations, both normal and tangential velocity components can be specified as
boundary conditions since these equations are solved as a coupled system.
By choosing (a) zero normal velocity and (b) -v t as the V-contribution to the
tangential velocity, the slip velocity vt arising from the i calculation is
cancelled, and the composite secondary flow velocity including both _ and
contributions will satisfy the no-slip condition exactly. Inner board and
outer boundaries use boundary conditions of zero vorticity. The vector
potential, 4, is set to zero on wall and inner board boundaries. At outer
boundary, _ is obtained by integrating inviscid vertical velocity.
The equations are written in the array Q(N,IY, i) for each line
IZ=constant. Each line of equations is written onto logical unit NDR using
binary write statements. These are to read in subroutine LOAD and used in
SCALE, ADI2X2 and MGS2X2 to solve the equations.
COPY
The restart procedure saves all the common blocks in the "COMDECKS" COM
and GCOM. In addition the entire Z array is saved as part of the restart.
Whether the Z array is stored on disc or kept in core, subroutine COPY copies
Z onto the restart unit or from the restart unit to the appropriate storage.
Copy is called from subroutine RESTAR.
CROSS (not used in the present problem)
CROSEC
Subroutine CROSEC is structured to perform several unrelated operations
while surveying a cross section of the solution. This subroutine was written
especially for the INCORE=O option to facilitate the use of auxiliary
storage. This approach naturally inhibits vectorization.
i0
Using the formal argumentsIOPTI, IOPT2, IOPT3, IPOT4 subroutineCROSEC
will performup to four of the followingfunctionsat a single call:
10PT=I rotate N+I level quantities into N level storage
10PT=2 update turbulence quantities
IOPT=3 compute integral properties
IOPT=4,5,6 unused
IOPT=7 load resultantsecondaryflow velocitiesand
pressureat conclusionof computationalstep
IOPT=8 computevortlcltyvector
IOPT=9 load secondaryflow velocitieson starting iteration
IOPT=I0 write plot file and on MODE=3 write geometry for
potentialflow
DD (not used in the present problem)
DFN (not used in the present problem)
DXYZ
SubroutineDXYZ writes finite differenceapproximationsin
computationalcoordinatesfor terms of the form:
a (Ba+
3
where A and B are independent of @ and Xi, Xj are reference coordinate
directions. Transformation from reference coordinates to computational
coordinates is performed within this subroutine. On option (LOAD) the
resulting coefficients are loaded into appropriate storage for matrix
inversion. Alternatively the term can be evaluated at the explicit (marching
ii
step n) level. Setting derivative direction subscript i=0 produces terms of
the form B _/_. Setting derivative direction subscript j=0 produces
terms of the form A _/_Xi(B_).
Marching direction derivatives are written as backward differences,
transverse direction derivatives are written as central differences at the
fully implicit (n+l) level or on option at the explicit (n) level.
Transformation from reference coordinates, X, into computational
coordinates, Y, is accomplished by the chain rule _/_Xi = (_Yj/_XI)
_/_Yj with a summation on j. The elements of the Jacoblan matrix are
stored in the Z array. Difference weights in the transverse directions are
stored in the AG array.
The argument list contains:
l,IJ computational indices of the grid point
ND number of derivatives in summation in Jacobian
transformation from reference coordinates to
computational coordinates, ND=2 cross plane
transformation only, ND=3 includes marching
direction.
ID,JD derivative direction subscripts (i,j) in Eq. I.
LOAD
-I explicit evaluation of term for _=Z(IVAR,KPT)
0 difference approximation returned in AC array in
common GRID
1,2 difference approximations loaded in Q array for
ADI2X2. Equation is designated by LOAD (I or 2),
variable is designated by IVAR(I or 2)





0 printout of AC array
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NPLUS
0 Jacobian transformation evaluated at explicit (n) level
1 Jacoblan transformation evaluated at implicit (n+l) level
Bet not used
FRAME
This subroutine, called from GEO, computes geometric quantities for the
reference line based reference orthogonal coordinate system. Output
includes:
FFRAME(J,I,I) normalized vector basis for
FFRAME(J,2,1) the orthogonal reference
FFRAME(J,3,1) coordinate system T, v, n
B(12,J,4) arc length derivative of the
B(12,J,5) basis vectors
B(12,J,6) 8T , _v , _q
_S _S _S
CNU,CETA components of centerline curvature
KV, K n
A(7,1) reference line arc length and
A(7,2) derivatives
A(7,3)
B(16,J,K) reference line locations in
Cartesian coordinates and
derivatives (k-l)
Variables A and B appear in common GVAR, CNU and CETA are in common
GEOS, and FFRAME is in common GEOM. In addition, B(12,J,K) contains the
orthogonal basis vectors for the reference orthogonal coordinate system
expressed in Cartesian reference coordinates (IFRAME=I) for use in computing
coordinates for the potential flow or expressed in orthogonal reference
coordinates (IFRAME=O) for use in the viscous flow. Thus, for IFRAME=O,
B(12,J,K) = 6JK and for IFRAME=I, B(12,J,K)=FFRAME(J,K,I). The
arc length derivatives of the basis vectors are also expressed in the same
choice of vector bases depending on the IFRAME option.
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Specification of the reference line is provided by either specification
of the parameters S(t), Kv(t), Kn(t) on option ICOEF(I,9) =0 or
specification of the location x(t), y(t), z(t) on option ICOEF(I_ 9)=I" For








where R(S) is the location of a point on the reference line and S is
arclength. The following intermediate print is provided at each call to
subroutine FRAME.
WRITE(6,2) JX, [(B(16,J,K), J=l,3), K=I.3]
WRITE(6,2) JX, [(A(7,J), J=l,3]
WRITE(6,1) FFRAME
WRITE(6,3) JX,X,CNU,CETA
WRITE(6,1) [(B(12,J,K), J=l,3), K=4.6]
I FORMAT (' FRAME ' 9F12.4)
2 FORMAT (16,9EII.4)
3 FORMAT (' FRAME ', I12,3F12.4)
GAUSS
Subroutine GAUSS solves a scalar matrix equation AX=B where A is a
tridiagonal matrix and X and B are column matrices. Common GAUS contains the
arrays, CI, C2 and C3 which are the coefficients in the A matrix. The array
C4 contains the entries of the B matrix. Gaussian elimination and back
substitution are used to solve for X. The solution is returned in CI. The
indices Ii and IL indicate the first and last rows in the arrays to be used
for inversion.
GEO
Subroutine GEO is the control subroutine for inputting geometry informa-
tion and inviscid flow pressure and velocity. For the tip vortex generation
problem, the geometry is created by the grid generation code of Frank Thames
(Ref. 5). A separate subroutine GEOM reads and reprocesses the inputted
grid system and computes Jacobian associated with grid systems. The
reprocessed grid system and its Jacobian are stored in the coded file JOB30.
The GEO subroutine will call subroutine TESTG which will read the grid point
locations and its Jacobian from JOB30. At each computational grid point GEO
loads the Z array with the transformation matrix from orthogonal reference
coordinates to body-fitted coordinates, the determinant of the matrix, grid
point locations in Cartesian reference coordinates.
For viscous flow calculations (MODE=l) subroutine GEO calls subroutine
PFIELD to load the inviscid pressure field into the Z array.
The first call to subroutine GEO after a restart or at the initiation
of a run reads namelist GEOM containing many of the parameters needed to
specify the reference line and duct cross-section. Namelist input is explained
in detail in the input section of this User's Manual.
INPUTS
Subroutine INPUTS reads and prints namelist information. Details of
the namelist input are given in the input section of the User's Manual.
Subroutine calls are made to VISC to initialize the laminar viscosity and to
ROBTS to load the difference weights into the AG array and the computational
coordinates into Y and YSAVE.
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INTBL (not used in the present problem)
INVERS_ INVERZ
These subroutines invert 3 x 3 matrices. Some CDC computers require
level 2 storage for some variables. INVERZ assumes the input matrix is in
level 2 storage.
IPROF
This subroutine loads the initial conditions into the Z array. An
inviscid velocity is computed from the input static pressure coefficient.
Boundary layers are put on no-slip walls using subroutine VKPOHL for laminar
flow and TPROF for turbulent flow. Laminar viscosity is loaded by a call to
VlSC.
LENGTH (not used in the present problem)
LSFE (not used in the present problem)
LOAD
The equations for solution by the block coupled LBI solver, ADI2X2, are
written on logical unit LDR in subroutine COEFVS. Subroutine LOAD reads unit
NDR and calls SCALE to perform time-step scaling to speed convergence of the
solution. If resident memory storage limitation is a problem, the equations
can be written on logical unit NDR2X2 in a form compatible with their use in
subroutine ADI2X2. The controlling index is IN. The resident memory option
is IN=l, and unit NDR2X2 is not used. Options IN=0 and IN=-I both write unit
NDR2X2 in the same format. Option IN=-I requires less resident storage than




The code is based on the viscous primary/secondary flow analysis of
Briley and McDonald (Ref. i) as modified by Levy, Briley and McDonald
(Ref. 2). The main program PEPSIG controls the logical flow or the code.
The title card read at the top of the main program contains the index
MODE in column i. Successive cases may be read in, each with a new title
card. If MODE=0 or the first four letters of the title are STOP, the
program will terminate.
MODE=I computes viscous flow using the subject viscous prlmary/secondary
flow analysis. After initial geometry and fluid dynamics conditions are set or
after restart conditions are read in, the main computational loop marches the
solution downstream. Subroutine PRIMRY computes the primary flow by solving
the streamwise momentum equation. Secondary flows, both rotational and
irrotational, are computed by subroutine SECFLO. Post-processing and writing
of a plot file are accomplished by calls to CROSEC. Printed output is
provided through subroutine OUTPUT and saving restart file is controlled by
subroutine RESTRT. The end of the loop is reached, thus finishing a marching
step. Printed output, plot files and restart files are written at user
designated stations and not necessarily produced at each marching step.
MGS2X2
Subroutine MGS2X2 solves a matrix equation AX=B where A is a block
triagonal matrix with block size 2X2. X and B are block column matrices with
block size Ix2. The array QI, equivalenced into common BLKMM, contains
matrices A and B. Gaussian elimination, and back of substitution are used to
solve for X. The solution is returned in matrix B. Arguments IL and IH
indicate the first and last rows in the A and B matrices to be used for
inversion. Argument IGDMP - 0 prints the input A and B matrices.
NTRN
Subroutine NTRN can be used to control transfers between fast core and




This subroutine controls the two-dlmenslonal printout of variables
from the Z array. The C array is used to transfer data from Z to the
printout. The only argument of the call is:
IWRITE
1 printout of polar coordinates of each
grid point, computational velocity components,
streamwise vortlcity, and pressure coefficient
2 printout of velocity and vorticlty for starting
iteration.
3 printout of auxilliary variables requested in
ICOEF(2,6) to ICOEF(2,13)
Velocity vectors are presented in computational coordinate directions.
Additional printout of velocity in reference orthogonal coordinate directions
can be turned on by setting ICOEF(I,II)=I.
The C array is loaded by a call to subroutine READ9 and two-dlmenslonal
output is provided by a call to subroutine OUT2D.
OUT2D
This subroutine contains the write statements and formatting for
two-dimensional printout of a single variable and a label. The label is
passed through the argument list as MSG and the variable is selected from the
C array by the argument IP.
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PARSE (not used in the present problem)
PFIELD
A three-dimensional inviscid pressure field is input for use in the
viscous primary/secondary flow analysis. The inviscid pressure field is
supplied by Maskew [Ref. 6]. Subroutine PFIELD reads the inviscid pressure field
input file, logical unit KDRUM and loads 0.5 times the inviscid pressure
coefficient into the Z array. When no inviscid pressure field is being used
ICOEF(I,6)=I loads Cp=O into the Z array. Standard operation sets ICOEF(I,6)=0.
Since the inviscid flow can be run on a coarse mesh, streamwise smoothing
of the inviscid flow pressure field is used to better represent the inviscid
flowfield. The smoothed pressure coefficient at index JX is computed as
CP(JX) = (CP(JX-I) + 2 *CP(JX) + CP(JX+I))/4
PFLOW (not used in the present problem)
POLY (not used in the present problem)
PRIMRY
The controlling subroutine for calculation of primary flow is PRIMRY.
It calls COEFM to write the primary flow momentum equation, and calls ADI to
solve the streamwise momentum equation.
PROB (not used in the present problem)
READZ, WRITEZ
When the PEPSIG code is used on computers with very little resident
memory it may be necessary to use extensive disc storage for many variables.
On option INCORE=O the Z array containing the fluid dynamic and geometric
quantities can be stored on logical unit 9. Subroutines READZ, WRITEZ and
ADDRES work together to manipulate the Z array and keep track of storage
addressing. READZ and WRITEZ call subroutine NTRN to interface with machine
dependent utilities such as NTRAN or MOVLEV.
For all operations subroutine READZ sets indices LNIA, LN2A and LN3A
for use by subroutine ADDRES.
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READ9
For two-dimensional output of variables in a cross section, subroutine
READ9 loads the C array for subsequent printout by OUTPUT and OUT2D. The
options associated with argument IWRITE are the same as those explained under
subroutine OUTPUT.
RESTAR, RESTRG
A flexible restart capability is provided which allows the saving of
the solution at designated stations and subsequent restart from those
stations. The Z array, which may be stored on logical unit 9 (INCORE=0) and
all the common blocks in common deck COM are written on the designated
restart file JRSTOT or read in from the designated restart file JRSTIN.
Subroutine RESTRG reads or writes the common blocks in common deck GCOM.
Multiple restart files can be written on a single logical unit without
multiple end of file marks.
ROBTS
Finite difference operators for first and second derivatives are loaded
into the AG array in subroutine ROBTS. First derivative operators are:
(@, o , .5)
and second derivative operators are:
I -2 I
where h is the local computational grid interval. The computational grid is
equally spaced going from 0 to I. The computational coordinates are stored
in the Y and YSAVE arrays by this subroutine. ROBTS is called by INPUTS at
the start of a calculation.
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SCALE
A system of two coupled equations is solved by pseudo-tlme iteration
using an LBI technique in subroutine ADI2X2. The time step taken at each
grid point is scaled to help speed convergence. Four time scales are
computed and the smallest time scale is used. The four time scales are:
T 1 twice the reciprocal of the geometric mean
of the Y and Z direction operator diagonal terms
T2 16 * SlN2(_/(2-NE)) divided by the magnitude of
the source term
T3 4 * SIN2(_/(2-NE)) divided by the magnitude of
the difference between the off diagonal terms in
the derivative operators
T4 a default value set to prevent a divide by
zero (1031 )
SECFLO
Subroutine SECFL0 is the controlling subroutine for computation of
secondary flows. Subroutine COEFPH is called to write and solve the scalar
potential equation. COEFVS is called to write the equations for the coupled
vorticity transport and vector potential equations. ADI2X2 is called to
solve these coupled equations. The resulting solution is loaded into the Z.
Special care is taken in computing the velocities at the polar coordinate
singularity at the duct centerllne.
TESTG
Subroutine TESTG is called by subroutine GEO to read the coordinates
of grid point and its Jacobian from input file JOB30.
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TPROF_ VKPOHL
For initial conditions a boundary layer profile is placed adjacent to
a wall. Subroutine TPROF computes velocity profiles for a turbulent boundary
layer based on a modified Coles profile. Subroutine VKPOHL computes velocity
profiles for a laminar boundary layer based on avon Karman - Pohlhausen profile.
These routines are called from IPROF at the start of a calculation. Density
profiles are computed in IPROF based on velocity, pressure and the perfect
gas law.
TUBE (not used in the present problem)
TURB
TURB subroutine is called by CROSEC subroutine to update the eddy
viscosity. The eddy viscosity computation is based on Clause's Model,
Eqs. (19 and 20) in the main report.
UNIVAR
Linear interpolation on a monatonic function is performed. The data is
sampled to determine if the function is increasing or decreasing. The
location in the data array of the previous data point is saved as a starting
point for the new search.
VISC
On an initial call from INPUTS with VISCOS=0, this subroutine sets the
reference viscosity from reference density, velocity, length and Reynolds
number. Subsequent calls from IPROF set laminar viscosity.
WAVINT
A weighted quadratic interpolation is performed using four node
points. Quadratic equations are fit through the three points on the right
and another quadratic is fit through the three points on the left. A
weighted average of these two parabolas is provided.
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COLUMN I MODE = i viscous flow primary/secondary analysis
MODE = 0 terminate run
COLUMN 2-33 TITLE
NAMELIST RESTAR
IRSTIN is the station number to be read in for RESTART
if IRSTIN = 0 not a RESTART case (DEFAULT IRSTIN = 0)
IRSTOT is the interval for saving RESTART information
If IRSTOT = 0 no RESTART info saved
JRSTIN logical file name from which RESTART information
is to be read (DEFAULT JRSTIN=II)
JRSTOT logical file name onto which RESTART information
is to be written (DEFAULT JRSTOT=II)
NFILE is the sequence number in JRSTIN of the desired
restart information (DEFAULT NFILE=0)
NSAVED is the number of RESTART stations saved on JRSTOT.
Must be initialized in inputs to the number of stations
already written (and to be preserved) on JRSTOT.
Nominally initialized NSAVED=0.
NOTE that by setting JRSTOT = JRSTIN and NFILE = NSAVED
one file can be used for both read and write without
destroying the already saved information.
INCORE Z Array uses no auxiliary storage (INCORE=I), DEFAULT)
Z Array stored on logical unit 9, retrieval and storage
controlled by subroutines READZ and WRITEZ (INCORE=O)
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NAMELIST FLUIDS
X marching parameter used in evaluation of polynomials
P and PA in namelist GEOM. X is the streamwise
computational coordinate.
DX initial increment in X at station JX=NFIRST
AP ratio of adjacent values of DX for geometric change
in X. (default AP=I)
NFIRST station number of the parameter X. Note if this is
not the same as the first station in a run subroutine
INPUTS will compute the needed values of X and DX.
NS station number of last station to be computed.
NEY,NEZ number of grid points in circumferential and radial
directions respectively.
IPLOT =I plot file written as controlled by ICOEF (2,4) and
ICOEF (2,5) or a controlled by IPSTA
= 0 no plot file written
CMACH reference Mach number
RE¥ reference Reynolds number based on UZERO, RZERO, YZERO
KTURB = 0 laminar flow (DEFAULT)
= 1 turbulent flow
IBULEV = 0 Buleev length scale not used (DEFAULT)
= 1Buleev length scale used in initial conditions
to compute effective distance to wall only






BLD(4) initial boundary layer thickness for IBULEV=0 option
DELBUL value of Buleev length scale at edge of initial boundary
layer for use with IBULEV=I or 2 options
ICDC indicator flag for disc writing in subroutine NTRN
ARC centerline arc length at start of calculation
(DEFAULT ARC=0)
IWSTA station numbers printed output is to be produced
(DIMENSION IWSTA (I01)) activated for ICOEF(2,3) < 0
IPSTA station numbers that plot file is to be written
(DIMENSION IPSTA(101)) activated for ICOEF(2,5) < 0
ICOEF(I,N)
N
1 initial station print (0)
2 momentum integral boundary layer calculation for boundary
layer thickness used in turbulence model (I)
3 PHI - ADI iteration limit (200)
4 ADI3D iteration limit (200)
5 max no. of pressure iterations in PRIMRY (5)
6 0 - LOAD CPI, 1 - CPI = 0 (0)
7 PFLOW INTER DUMP -I, FULL DUMP 1 or 3 (0)




9 FRAME PA: 0 is CNU,CETA,S; i is Y,Z,X (0)
I0 OUTPUT PHI,PSI Cartesian velocities (0)
11 OUTPUT Cartesian velocities (0)
12 ADI2X2 dump (0)
13 ADI dump for scalar potential equation (5)
14 ADI dump for streamwlse momentum equation (0)
15 INPUT namelist dump (I)
16 IPROF dump (0)
18 Difference weights dump (0)
19 PFIELD drum reading information (0)
ICOEF(2,N)
N
1 ADI2X2 iterations (i00)
2 PRINT INTERVAL (0)
3 PRINT INTERVAL - NOTE: If .LT.0 See IWSTA (i)
4 PLOT INTERVAL (0)
5 PLOT INTERVAL - NOTE: If .LT.O See IPSTA (I)
6 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
7 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
8 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
9 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
I0 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
11 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
12 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
13 AUXILIARY VARIABLE PRINTOUT
18 N PLANE intermediate DUMP of velocity + vorticity (0)
20 Geometry DUMP for MODE+3 (0)
NOTE: Printout at station JX will be produced for ICOEF(2,3).GT.0 If
MOD(JX-ICOEF(2,2), ICOEF(2,3)) = 0
The plot file will be written at station JX for ICOEF(2,5).GT.0
If MOD(JX-ICOEF(2,4), ICOEF(2.5)) = 0
Printout of auxiliary variables from the Z array are produced
by filling ICOEF(2,6) - ICOEF(2,13) with the variable storage
index from the following list
27
1 u - velocity component at N
2 u - velocity component at N+I
3 v - velocity component at N
4 v - velocity component at N+I
5 w - velocity component at N
6 w - velocity component at N+I
7 p density at N
8 p density at N+I
9 _ streamwise vortlcity component at N
I0 _ streamwise vorticity component at N+I
II C inviscld pressure coefficient at N
Pl
12 C inviscid pressure coefficient at N+I
Pl
13 J determinant of the Jacobian at N
14 J determinant of the Jacobian at N+I
15 _ laminar viscosity at N
16 _ laminar viscosity at N+I
17 BT turbulence viscosity at N
18 _T turbulence viscosity at N+I
19 Y coordinate in _ direction at N
20 Z coordinate in q direction at N
21 Y coordinate in _ direction at N+I
22 Z coordinate in q direction at N+I
23 _ dissipation function (2D:D)
24 _ turbulence mixing length
25 _ scalar potential
26 _ vector potential
27 P pressure
28 - (not used)
29 v_ scalar potential velocity component
30 w_ scalar potential velocity component
31 v_ vector potential velocity component
32 w_ vector potential velocity component
28
33 _I vorticity component in _ direction
34 _2 vorticlty component in n direction
35 _3 vorticlty component in T direction
36 Y reference Cartesian coordinate
37 Z reference Cartesian coordinate
38 X reference Cartesian coordinate
39 - 47 components of Jacobian at N + I









5 modify pseudo-tlme increment for iterative
solution elliptic equations I/At = (I/At)RE F
2.**ICOEF (5,5) (DEFAULT ICOEF (5,5)=0)
6 modify pseudo-time increment for iteration
solution of coupled elliptic equations
I/At = (I/AT)RE F 2.**ICOEF (5,6)
(DEFAULT ICOEF(5,6)=0)
7 modify pseudo-time increment for iterative solution
•of 3-D elliptic equation l/At = (I/At)RE F 2.**ICOEF (5,7)
(DEFAULT ICOEF(5,7)=0)
8 time step selection in ADI3D is based on the magnitude of the
finite difference operators. One time scale is based on a
composite of the cross plane operators. Another time scale
is based on either (ICOEF(5,8)=O) the streamwlse operator or
(ICOEF(5,8)=I) a composite of all three direction operators.
29
NAMELIST GEOM (not used in the present problem)
File Input/Output
The geometric information and inviscid pressure field needed in the tip
vortex flow calculation for NACA0012 are stored in permanent files JOB30 and
INVICI4. If restart calculation is desired, the restart information from
previous calculations stored in local temporary file RESTEP should be saved
and made permanent for restart calculation. Also if a plot is desired, the
local temporary file TIPPL which contains plot information can be saved and
made permanent.
Sample Input Cards and Printed Output
A sample case was run to illustrate the set up of inputs streams and
typical printouts of the code. The given input card deck is for a new
calculation. In the case of restarted calculation, proper parameters in
namelist 'RESTART' must be set as described in The User's Guide.
The code output first prints out the namelists, 'RESTART', 'NAME' and
'FLUIDS' This is followed by the computational coordinates of the grid
points and their associated finite difference coefficients for the first and
second derivatives in both directions.
The next output item is the integral property across cross section, like
the cross section area and mass flux. This is then followed by the printouts
of the Cartesian coordinates of the grid points and of the flowfield variables
at the initial starting step of the calculation. The enclosed output has been
annotated to explain the printed variables, coordinates and iteration histories.
30




CHARG£, 1[.iEl I ,LI\C•
CATL IST {LO=F, UN=7_SbJSC )
CATL IST (L.q=F,UN=7"553.r:C/S T=I.PF }
GET,tlNVIC[4)
COPYE I (Ih,V ICI4, R.:--STIF'3")
CA.'TALOG(Ii_ISTIP3, K, U, N)
RETURN (I._VICi4 )
GZJT_OL DPL=PG5 / UIq=79553t_ C.
UPDATE tP=OLOPL _L=A1234 _F.





USER (U=7955359 PA=SRASTE _AC=101867)















R_"OUi.,"T t r t, p __i_/2000_ I_T: VJ)
R_C'U.:-_;T (FAP_ ib/2000 jKl -_s)
F.)RTFA_.(L-O_TPUF/1000 ,,I=COF'FIL.E,R=e I_1_.P.Y/250, OP T=I!L}
LOAO {_!]:...h"._y,L--OUT !'UI,C_;=GO ,_1C U0,6'RLFALL = )
GO,,
NAMELIST INPUT FOR SAMPLE CASE














CHACH=O.OI,R'Z_=IODOOOO .00 _KlbKB=l, IC.?.£F(I.,6)=i ,ICOEF (1,15) =1 •
ICOEF'{2,6_=IS,
X=l-0000 ,DX=I.0OOO,AP=I •000 O,NS=24,DELHUL=O.02,
NS=5,
NSI= 0, NS2=O • .h;S3=O,,NS'_= 0,
IDUCI=O,
BLD (_)=0.070,
ICOEF {2,15)=1, ICOEF (1, S)=O, ICOFF (1,1_ }"1,
IEOEF (I,12)=0_






















5,6,7,_,g, IO t11.12,13,14 _I.=-_16_ 17,18,1=_20_
21,22,25_24,25,26,27,28,2°.SO,51,52.35,._,55,56,57,38,5n,t_O_...














c.,_END TgeT._ rAe-"_.,. -2 PRINTOUT FROM SAMPLE CASE
&RESTH, T
IRSTIN = t_!_ ..IRSTOT : J,
JR_TI r,! = II,






N iJ},_ = I ,
rwiIJ : 2,
NVN : d ,
NV = '1,.
!_-__ ---- _'t .
NRliOh : 7 -
N RHr,, : ,_•
NVO_N : _..:_
NVOR : It,,
NCPIN : 11 ,
NCPI : 1 ;" ,_
NJN : I7.
N,J : 14 ,
u_ MUN : -..I_,
u_ !-IU : I_.,
•_ [I T f.J : 17,
_UT : 1_•








NWPH = Z O•
NVPS : 31 ,
NWPS " : 3.2,
NVORI : 33,












NSLAB " : 3700, >
NREAO : O_




















BULEV : it$1 = O,$2 = Ot
S_3 = O,
S_. : 0 t
LD = ,0_ -0, .[J, ,7_.-01,
ELBUL = .2E-0!,
COEF = O, 100, I_, O, O, C, I_, 11, O, O, C,, O, Ifi, O, G, O, 0,, 14, 3, O, G, D, !,
D, O_ Ot O, O, D, Oo O, L, O, O, G, O. U. O, O- O_ O, C.,, O, I, O, O, ,n,. 5, ,_, O,,




S = .12"+01 t °bE +02,1 • 1-_'01 , ,33_+02,
PP = •1.:.0i • ,2;.+01, .3T.91, .4_-.01. .5 *01- .r.,;,_l, ,7':'"0] , ._F+Ol, ._:'-+0 ] , °I_'+_2, ,IIT.+O2,_
_. °lqE+02, .15"_+02, ,i6:.+r;;',. .l -_'-,-,_02t ,..1+n",.,. .]"L*[_2, ._.._'_;','r.i2,_.21_-"[:2, .22r+021. .23"_['2., -2q'-._02,
•27E+O2t ,,2:_"02, ,2'1";.+0_!, .3".'02° .31 ""G2- .32-'_.2, -33"-'02, ,3_.02 ,, ,=5_*0_, .3('-.{,'.2, ,.:.7_'+02_
._E+O2, .0, .0, ,L, .0. ,,0. ._,, ,5, .P.. ,n, .C,
PQ : .lOQ4L+Ob, ,12,".6-iGO, .140q:.+O0, •1..';*-,l"G G, ,!,:.'i,:..:"*0O, .20_31 +Off, .L127_7 i-O0, .? 5 1-'.:r"-_.(), .2
•3312F'+00, ,35_;6: +U[', •_;.75.1"iJb, •_I(_i.".:"_,', .'+"+":._ "00_ _47_.;"'_. _JL,, ,::,L:__ ;.-_;).r:, ,,5"R_F+ O_ , ..f:-".,3a!.+00,
%6501E+00, ,G777;:+r{ , .?G._I,..;;f_• .7.=!_:.-:-..S.C_, .";,';7;."+_iI}, ,7"..14-.,O0 , , _{_.'-,_,.-_0..?.,, ._27.x.--+O.O.,. ,.'-_c "+[ 0_,
_90_5E..00, ,O, ,0., .0,, .0, .u, .0. ."_. -,:, .0- ,O. ,G, .O. ._), ..r., -0, ,0, .0
END
COORD OU_..P - YFHY._;tYCd._o:F't:;IFF->_Lt'CL W_ IGHI'G
1 1,00000 1 O0{'sf.'(! -,IF(if)Or +01 ,200P.O_ +PI -.5000['v.O0 ,lO00.r.:".-',01-,20000".01 ,,!0000_'-+01
2. 2,00000 D_000r0 -,9 OO_P."+OU ,0 ,t.,h(i,_...+[_0 ,I000_+0] -,20000S+01 ,100COF-+Ol
3 3,00000 3!00006 -,SOO0(J:.UO ,0 ,Sb(_00,",00 o10000_01 -,20000F+01 ,I00.00:-*01
# 4,00000 _ DOOr? -,_qof;[:'.-+OC' .U .F_)flO.:.tO ,IO00nf+ol -,2PCf_O:_-Ci ,I0000.=+01
5 5,00000 5 OOO[G -,900[![;'_+00 ,0 ,;:_',!_C'O::.F.:6 ,1000.0{_+01 -,2.nC[_"i.':_+01,IOOCO'-_'CI
6 6 ODOOO _ OGOPr.. '_ LO; .OG 5.]0 _[:O .lO(!O0'i.0! '97,01 _0 <+01
7 7,00000 7,OUCeU -,r-3Obn:.+OO ,0 o;;;.;[:P01*;:O .!000n.'_'.?.I -,2DOnO_-.O! ,IO_COF+OI
_ 8,00000 _,OtbCO -,50000f.00 ,O ,.9:._UCOi+00 .I0000_1+0! -,20000E*01 ,100009*01
_ 9,00000 .9,00Ct(_ -,.rOO!)O_+OU ,_ ,_',.'.S_.n' _r.,o .lO.nP.O;-*01 -,_PC'['O=.01 ,IOCCOr._.01
IO lO,O000D IG,OO['.r'c -,r.'.OUOCL*OO ,t ,59Gr;Oi-_-Ot ,I000C_! "01 -,20000_*01 ,IOCO0!'+DI
11 Ii,00000 II, 00_._[, -,_00002_.00 ,_; .__OOGOi -,0C ,IOGO0. T.O! - •-_'200r_0-.01 ,IOOOOF+01
.. _;,.00 .]G[OOV+C1 -,20000".+01 ,10000E+0112 12,,00000 12,00£.0r. -,_!OObO_..+O0 ,n ,_50'_r_" .
]3 13,00000 I_..,00000 -,500[,OL_-OO ,0 ,500001 _OO ,I0('!00{-.01 -,.P.0000=I.+0] ,10600_+01
1# 14o00001!. I_,000{_[. -,_OOC_!d.00 .0 ,T,O.n.OOi-.OtJ ,!0000E.O! -,_00_07+01 ' ,100,00F.01
15 15,00000 15,{J00_0 -,900C. OL..O0 ,U ,500001 +06 ,!0000{T+01 -,2OCC.q='+01 ,I0000;_+01
16 16,00000 I£,DO0_.'(I -,_00.nD!z+O0 ,D ,.50000! .00 ,1000.0".01 -,20000._+01 ,10000[.01
17 17,00000 17,D. OOC_ -,_" rc'000[ +00 ,f! • 50 f) D[!i_.t 0 ,lO_OnZ+01 -,2D000'-.01 ,IO000F.O!
i,< I_-,00000 le,O000t -,.90UOOt .00 ,0 .._.0000!;+00 ,IQOC'OE+OI -,;qO00!-.Ol ,IOCCO[T.C'I
19 19,00000 19,0000b -,= 00C'.['LI.O 0 ,t ,_O0[i.t C .10r.O0._;+O1 -,20000"-'.0 ] ,IO000E+G120 20,0000D 20,0000[; -,_000011+00 ,0 ,.;9000£+00 ,lO{l.09F +0 1 -,2PODOE+01 ,IDO['OK.Ol
21 21o00000 21,06000 -, E00[_C.,_:.00 ,0 ,.5.3000;.G 0 ,I0000;_+01 -,20000_i+01 ,iOOOOF+01
22 22,00000 22,00060 -,=go00<.OO ,0 ,%OOROL+00 •IC000_.'.01 -,20000F+01 ,10000E+01
23 23,,_]0000 2_,0000U -,SOOOO_.+O0 ,0 ,SO000E+O 0 ,IO000E'+01 -,2(!O00.€+O 1 •!O000F..+OI
2_ 24,00000 2_, O0_['O -,? 0 t_[,OL.+O0 ,b ,1,9!){)OF+0 0 ,!9_00E+01 -,_0[}90;+01 ,10000F+01
25 25,00000 25,00000 -.500no:.+O0 .0 ,SO000E.O0 ,IOOO0_T.O 1 -,20000['+01 ,10000r+O!
26 26,00000 2E,OOCOO -,50000F.+00 ,0 ,50000[+0 0 ,i0000-+01 -,200002*01 ,10000E.01
27 27,00000 27,000P0 -,=0000E.+00 ,D ,50000F+O0 ,I0000E+01 -, 21)000F..+0] ,10000ET+01
28 2_,00000 2_!,00000 -,50000_T.00 ,0 ,900000+00 ,10000E+01 -,20000_+01 ,10000E.01
29 2q,00000 2_.',0000C' -,_ 0O'JDF.O U ,[, ,t03007.0 0 ,I0000_+01 -,20000"-.'.0I ,i0000E.01
30 30,00000 ZO,0DOPC ,_O000L'.O0 -,2OU00'__+D] .15000:_.['i ,10000_+01 -,20000E+01 ,10000_+0!
1 1,00000 1,0000{ -,1500U::.01 ,20000'_.01 -,50000c.00 ,IO000E.OI -,20000£+01 ,IOO00K.OI
2 2,00000 2,0000{_ -,=.0 O0_)L+00 ,0 ,50r.00#+00 ,IO00OE'+O 1 -,20060E+01 ,10000_+01
3 3,00000 .3,00000 -,50UOOF*O0 ,0 ,=9000;T+00 ,I0000ET+01 -,20000E+01 ,10000E.01
4 4,00000 4,OGOFf -,F.OOCOE+bD ,O ,50000E_+O 0 ,10000E+01 -,200002401 ,10000E+01
5 5,00000 5o000['0 -,=O000F.O0 ,0 ,'..70000"ZI+_ 0 ,I0000F'.01 -,20000[+01 ,I000.05+01
6 6,00000 6,00006 -,50000S+00 ,L} ,5_ n{lO.;[.0 ,lOOO.n.E+O i -,20000£+01 ,lO000E.Ol
7 7,00000 7,000{7.0 -,50000.".00 ,0 ,50000L.00 ,I0000T.01 -,20000i{+01 ,IO000F_'OI
._ 8o00000 P.,,000C{; -,_.0000"i.00 o0 ,50000Z.00 ,10000_.01 -,20000T..+O 1 ,10000K.01
9 q,00000 _,O00CG -,50000K+00 ,0 ,50000F+00 ,I0000£.01 -,20000_F.01 •o10000E.01
10 10,00000 ID,OOC. OG - ,.90000.;_+0 g ,0 ,50 DOP.F.[,0 ,10000E.01 -,20OnOW__+D i ,10000E._1
11 Ii,00000 ii oOO(;r]O -,50UO0._ .OG ,0 ,:',_OOOd.C0 ,10000£+01 -,20000E+01 olO000E.01
12 12,00000 It_,OOOfl_ -,F.OOCOi.OG ,{; ,5']000_ +00 ,1000nF.+Ol -,200P0'=+01 ,10000r+01
13 13,00000 l_,O000O -,=00005 +00 ._1 ,50t_OO2.C 0 ,IODOOE"01 -,20000E+01 ,lOOOOr..Ol
14 14,00000 1_,000_0 -,50000=",00 ,0 ,guOOOr_.O 0 ,10000F+01 -,20000"T+0 1 ,IO000E'_OI
15 15,00000 15,000P0 -,=.0 Gr..OL+O0 .0 ,59 ';.nG-i_-C;0 ,lO_00r.-..O1 -,?00P. OE+O 1 ,IOO00F_.OI
16 iG,O0000 16,0000(_ - ,=_.00C O'..*O ,{_ .=.9000 !L+D0 ,10000_+01 -, 20000.-'-.0! ,I0000E.01
17 17,00000 17,000P6. - ,= 0 bf._O',+00 ,0 ,5._100_.+00 ,10000F+01 -,20000.T+01 ,10000T.01
IF, 18,00000 1_,OOCRO -,_ 00P. OLI+O0 ,U • _a C_OI-;.D 0 ,10000[.01 -, 2{I000_-.+0 1 ,10000E.01
19 19,00000 l_,GO000 -,E00002.O0 ,0 .50000L'+O0 •10000.--_+0 ] -,200002.01 ,I0000[+01
20 20,0000D 20,00000 -,=0 o.n.o£TOO ,G .S.DrD.OE+D..0 ,io00nF..D i -,20000T.Ol ,IO00OF_.OI
21 21,00000 21,000_0 -,£0000-_+00 ,,t ,5000{15+00 ,10000__+0 i -,20000F_.01 ,10000E+01
22 22,00000 22,00000 -o."000P.=+00 ,0 ,50000_.00 ,10000[.01 -,20000-+01, ,10000r-.01
23 23,00000 2.3,00000 -,= OUOOL-.O0 ,0 .50000.:_+00 ,10000E.01 -,200[:05-_+01 ,lO000E.01
24 24,00000 2_,00000 -,50000L.00 ,0 ,5'JOCO_'*O0 ,10000[.01 -,20000Z+01 ,10000[+01
25 25,00000 25,00_e0 -, _"G OP 0.'i.+00 ,r.. ,5'jOPOZI+O 0 ,IOGOOE+OI -,.S_OOeO_+O 1 ,I0000_.01
26 26,00000 26,00000 -,500000_'00 o0 ,5000CEL+00 ,10000._.+01 -,20000F.01 ,I0000F.01
27 27,00000 27,000£['. -,E0000£.+00 ,0 oSgGO0" .00 ,10000£+01 -,20000"..01 ,IO000E.OI
28 28,00000 2[:,00000 -,F.000C=..O0 ,0 ,5i)0(10_'.00 ,10000.=i+01 -,2r.,OOOF+O ! ,IO000F..OI
29 29,00000 2F,00000 -,EOOOOL.O0 o0 ,5000OFf+GO ,lO000E.O1 -,20000[.01 •i0000.r_.01
30 30,,00000 3D,000PL -o_..0000!_-00 ob ,._V=-OOD_.O0 ,10000. F+01_ -,2PDCO_+{';I. ,iD000[.01
31 51,O000C 31,000r. c' -,500!_C_I.00 .U ._'OqOCT.GO ,IOCORF'.O 1 -,20000._7.0 I •100 G.O='_"01
32 .32,00000 .32,00_00 -,_ 0 o.r.'o_.+OG,0 ,-".G00 CF+O 0 .10000[.01 -,20000'-.01 •100 CO':;-C1
33 33;00000 3_,OGCCt ,.=.UUO0'!.OG -,2b000- .01 ,151)00.;'-01 .lOP.O07.O1 -,20000.t+01 ,!O000<+G1
The following three pages contain the values of the Cartesian vertical coordinate Y at the
grid points (IY, IZ) in the first cross-sectional plane. Each column represents a given IZ location
and each row represents a given IY location. For example, the "Y" physical location for IY=I0,
IZ=4 is .05131. Following the print out for 'Y', the Cartesian spanwise coordinate 'Z', the streamwise
velocity 'u', the vertical velocity 'v', the spanwise velocity 'w', the streamwise vorticity 'VOR-X'
at grid point IY, IZ are printed out.
LO
INTEGRAT_;.9 PROPERTIES A[ STATION I
AREA ,'60752E-02 SOoFT°
IIASS FLUX ,25126£-02 LBM,ISEC,
1-fli .',"I_ IIt'_';,:'E .1:,_OOl]_+01
C"-.L_T'RI.I _E"LCCt.II,J:J ( .{J , .0 i .I0000F"0! ) ,('.I'-.P_12{" .10000f.*01
STATION ! **,* Y *.**
T
17= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
= .1000[+01 .2000(_01 .EODO£.OE ._O00E+O! .5000E+01 ,600.0[*01" .TOOOE+_I ._O00E.O! .q_OOE.01 .IO00E.02
IY Y
1 .I000E_01 ,50DOE-D1 .4999E-01 .4599E-01 °5000E-01 ,50DOE-Of °50ODE-01 ,5000E-Of ,4999E-01 ,4993E-01 °4856E-01
2 .2000E*01 ,5005E-01 .5005E-01 ,5005E-01 .5005E-01 ,5005E-01 '5005_-01 ,5005E-0[ -500_E-01 .4998E-01 .49&OE-01
3 .3000E*01 ,5011£-01 .5011E-Of .501]£-01 .5011E-01 .5011E-Of .5011T-Of ,5011E-01 .5010E-01 .5004E-01 ,_966E-01
4 °4000E*01 ,5019E-01 .F019£-01 .5019E-01 .5019E-01 .5019E-01 .5019[-01 .5019E-01 .5018£-01 .5011E-01 .4972E-01
5 ,5000E*Ol ,5029E-DI .5029E-01 ,5029L-01 .5029E-01 .50290-01 _502_K-01 .5029E-01 .502_E-01 %5020E-01 .4981E-01
6 .60000-01 .50_iE-01 .5041[-01 .5041E-DI .5041E-01 .50_IE-Ol .5041_-01 .5041[-0! J50400-01 °5032E-01 ,4992E-01
7 .7000[.01 .5056E-DI ,50560-01 ,5056E-01 .5057E-01 ,5057E-01 &5057E-01 .5056E-01 .5055E-01 ,5046E-01 .5005E-01
8 .S000[*01 .50760-01 .5076[-01 .5076E-01 .5076[-01 .5076E-01 ,5076_-01 ,5076E-01 .5074[-01 ,5064E-01 .5022E-01
9 .9000E+01 .51DOE-D1 .510DE-01 .5100E-D1 .5100E-01 .5100E-01 .5100Z-01 .5100E-DI .5098E-01 .5087E-DI .504_E-01
i0 °i000[.02 .51BIE-OI .5131E-01 .5131E-01 .5131[T01 ,5131E-01 °5131[-01 ,5150E-01 .5127E-01 .51_6E-01 °5069E-01
II .IIDOE.O2 ,5169E-01 ,5169E-01 ,5169E-01 ,5169E-01 ,5169E-01 ,5169_-01 ,516BE-Of &5165E-Of ,5151E-01 ,5102[-01
12 .12000.02 ,52170-Di .5217E-01 .52_7£-01 .5217E-01 .5217E-01 ,5217E-01 .52166-01 45212E-01 .5196E-01 ,5144E-01
13 .i_000-02 .5277_[-_I .52770-01 .5277E-01 .5277E-01 .5277E-01 &5277_-01 .5276E-0[ .5270E-01 ,5252[-01 ,5196E-0114 .laOOK+02 .5552K-01 ,9Z52[-01 .5_52Z-01 .5352E-01 .5_53E-01 .5353_-01 ,5_51E-01 .5544E-01 .5323E-01 .5261E-01
15 .1500E-02 .5_7E-01 .04q7£-01 .5_47E-01 .5_q7E-Ol .544_E-01 .54480-01 .5q45E-Ot °5_37E-01 .5q[2E-Ol °53_5E-01
16 .1600£.02 .5566E-DI .E566Z-DI .5566E-01 .5566[-01 .5567F-01 &5567_-01 ,5564E-01 °555_E-01 °5525E-01 °5446E-0_
17 .17005.02 .57161-Di .5716E-01 .5716E-01 .5717E-01 ._71SE-Ol ,5718Z-0! °5714£-01 _57000-01 .56&4E-Of .5576E-01
18 .IPO0[.02 .59060-01 ,5505Z-01 .5g05£-01 .5906£-01 .5908£-01 i590_Z-OI ,5903E-01 .5886E-01 .5841E-01 .5740E-01
19 .lgOOZ.02 .61450-_i .6145£-01 .61450-01 .614_[-01 .6148E-01 °6188[-01 .6142E-01 °6_20E-01 ,6065E-01 .5948E-01
20 .2000[.02 .6_9[-_I ._4_£-01 ._4_[-01 .6450E-01 .6452E-01 .6452_-01 .64a4_-0_ .6_17E-01 .53_9E-01 .6211E-01
21 .2100[-02 .6_56[-_i .6035[-01 .6_55_-0] .68570-01 ,6g39E-OI .6_5_K-01 ,682_[-01 .6705£-01 ,57_i[-01 .6546[-01
22 .2200{*02 .732_E-01 .7_29E-01 •1329£-01 .7531Z-DI .75_4[-01 .7_54_-01 .7522E-01 .727BE-01 .71Y3E-Ol .697_E-01
23 .2300L-02 &79640-01 .7963£-01 .7503[-01 .79660-0! .79700-01 &7970[-01 .795_£-0[ .78_9E-01 .7767E-01 °752_E-01
24 .2_000-02 .67_6E-Di .8755_-01 ,5_5Z-01 °878_E-01 .0793E-01 &879_[-01 °S775E-0_ .BTO_E-OI .55_6[-01 ._23qE-Ol
25 ,25000.02 .59590-DI ,9558f_-01 .965a£-01 .9861E-01 ,9869E-01 .9869E-01 ,98_3E-01 ,9753E-0! ,9540E-01 .9163E-0_
26 ,2_000.02 .I126E.60 °I126E*00 .I12_[+00 °I128E*00 .11_9£+00 ,I129K+00 -I126E.00 °III_E+00 .I087E+00 -I059E.00
27 .2700E.02 .1319E.00 .]ZI8E+OG .!111_+00 .1319E.00 .!Z200+00 .1320_+00 .1316E+00 ,1301£.00 ,1265E.00 .1204E+00
28 .2_00_.02 .15_i_+06 .15_0C+00 .l_hO_+DO .15_I_.00 .15_3_+00 .1583_+00 .1577_+03 .15570+09 ,1511E+O0 ,1431E.00
29 .2500r.02 .1'952Y*00 .l[51_.OU .1951_.00 ,19530+00 .i'755:'+00 ;i=55[.00 .I_47£+03 ,i_20[+00 ,ig58E+OO .1753E+00
30 ._tO0'+02 .2500F,00 .2'i')_Z.'JO.2_55:+00 ,2501E+00 ._594_[+00 .2504_+00 .2493[+0] .2457[_0 °2_71E.00 .2227E.00
COORDINATE SYSTEM
.-
Z = ,IIOOE+02 "-I2DOE+02 _1300E+02 ,'l_OOE+02 .IbOOE_O2 .160_E+02 ,IIUUL.U_ ,1ouu_-u_ .z_uu_u_" -=uuuc-u_
IY Y ''
I ,lOOOE.01 ..4S24E-DI .4526E-01 .3_58E-DI .3157E-01 ,219dE-DE ,112DZ-01 .2313E-15 -_1120E-01 -.21BOE-01 -,3157E-01
2 e2OOOE.Ol . ,4828£-D1 ..4530E-01 _3960E-01 ,3159E-01 ,2191E-01 ,II2OE-D1 .2311E-15 -,1120E-01 -,2191E-D1 -.3159E-01
3 ._3000E.01 ,4833E-D1 ,A53_E-01 ,3964E-01..,3161E-01 ,2193E_0.1 ,1121_-01 ,2308E-15 -_lI21E,01"-,2193E-OI'-,3161E-01
4 *4000E+DI" _4839E-D1 ,4539E-01 Z_968E-01" :.,3165E-01 ,2195E-01 °1122E-01 ,2305E-15 -,1122E-01 -,2195E-01 -,3165E-01
"5 ,5OOOE+OI ,_846E-B1 ',4545E-01 ,_973E-DI . ,3169E-01 ,2198E-01 &II24E-OI ,2300E-15 -,II2_E-OI -,2198E-01 -,3169E-01
6 ,6DOOE.01 ,_856E-01 ,4554E-01 ,_g80E-D1 ,3174E-01 ,2202E-01 &I126_-01 ,2295E-15 -,1126E-01 -*22'D2E-01 -,3174E-01
7 o7000E+O_ °4868E-D1 .456_E-01 .B588E-01 .,318DE-01 ,2206E-.01 ,1128_-01 ,2288E-15 -&Z128E-01 -,2206E-01 -,3180E-01
8 ,8000£+01 ,_83E-01 .4577E-01 .3599Z-D1 ,318BE-01 ,2211E-01 _1131Z-01 .2280£-15 -,II31E-Ol -*2211E-01 -'3188E-01
9 ,9000E+01 .4902E-D1 .4593E-01 °4012E-01 .3198E-01 .2218E-01 .113_-01 .2270E-15 -,1134E-01 -,22_8E-01 -.3198E-01
10 ,lO00E.+02 .4925[-01 .4613E-01 .4028E-D1 ..321]E-01 .2227E-01 .1136_-D1 .2257E-15 -°1138E-01 -.222?E-D1 -.3211E-01
11 ,1100E+02 ,4955Z-DI .463BE-01 _4049E-01 ,3227£-01 .2237E-01 a1144Z-01 °2240E-15 -,114_E-01 _°2237[-01 -,3227E-Ol
12 ,1200£*02 ,4992E-D1 oa670E-01 _4075E-D1 ,32_&E-01 .2251E-01 ,1150E-01 .2220E-15 -,1150E-01 -,2251£-01 -,32_6E-DI
13 .,1300E+02 &5038E-01 .471.0E-01 _4108E-01 .,3271E-01 .226SE-01 _1159E-01 °2194E-15 -.1459E-01 -,2268E-01 -,32TIE-D1
14 ,Z400E+D2 .5096E-D1 .4759E-01 ,4148E-D1 ,3303E-01 .2289E-01 &1170_-01 ,2161E-15 -,1170E-01 -,2.289E-01 -,3305E-01
15.. ,15DOE+D2 ,5170E-_1 ..4822E-01" ._200E-81. ,3342E-01 .2315E-0.1 o118_Z-01" .2120E-15 -4118_E-O1..-o2315E-01 -,3342E-01
16 ,16ODE.D2 ,5262£-D1 .4901E-D1 _264E-01 °3391E-01 .2349E-D1 _120DZ-01 .2069E-15 -,1200E-01 -,2349E-D1 -,3391E-01
17 ,1_00E.02 ,5378Z-01 .50ODE-Of .4345£-D1 ,3453E-01 .2391E-D1 ,1221_-01 °2005E-15 -,1221E-01 -°2391E-01 -,3453E-01
18 ,1800E.02 .552_[-D1 .5126E-01 ,_448E-D1 .3532E-01 .2444E-01 _1248_-01 .1923E-15 -;1248E-01 -,2444E-01 -.3532E-01
.19 .1900E+02 .5709E-D1 .F284E-01 ,4578E-01 ,3631_-01 .2511E-D1 _1281Z-01 .1820E-15 -.1281E-01 -°2511E-01 -.3631E-01
20 .'2000E+02 .59.44E-D1 .5485£-01 o47G2[-01 .3756E-01 .2596E-01 .132.4_-01 .1689£-15 -,1324[-01 -.25_6[-01 -,3756E-01
21 ,2_00E+02 °6242E-D1 .E741E-01 .4g51E-Ol ,3916_-01 .2704E-01 .137g_-01 .1523E-15 -.1379E-01 -.2704E-OI -.3916E-D1
22 ,2200E.02 o662_E-Ol °6067E-01:'" .5218E-01 .412DE-01 .2842E-01 &1_49_-O1-.".l_11E-15 -,1449E-01 -,28_2E-01 -*4120E-01
23 °2300£.02 .711_E-DI ._487E-01 .5562[-D1 ,_383E-01 .3020E-01 ,1538_-01 °1038E-15 -,1538E-D1 -,3020E-01 -,4383E-01
2_ ,2400E+02 _7749E-gl .7030E-01 ,6007Z-Ol ,4723E-01 .3250E-01 _1654Z-01 .6842E-1_ -,IG54E-OI"-.3250E-01 -,472_E-01
25 .25DOE+02 ,8576Z-01 .77_0[-01 .6587E-01 .5167E-01 .3550E-01 &1806_-01 ,2224E-1_ -,1806£-01 -,3550E-01 -,5167E-DI
26 o2600E+02 .9674E-D1 .£G79E-01 .7_56E-D1 .5754E-01 °3947E-01 .2006_-01 -,3882E-!_ -,2006E-01 -,39_7E-01 -,5754E-0!
27 ,2700E+.02 ,1115E*DU ,99_1E-01 ,8388E-D1 ,65_3E-01 .4481E-01 _2276Z-01 -.1209E-15 -,2276E-D1 -,4_1E-01 -,6543E-01
28 ,2800E_02 *1317Z+OO .!167E+00 _9806E-01 *7627£-01 ,5214E-01 ,2646_-01 -°233&E-15 -_2646E-01 -,521"4[-01 -,7627E-01
29 ,2900E+02 =16D4E+DO .1_13Z.00 ,1181E+00 .9162£-01 °6252£-01 _3170_-01 -.3933E-15 -.3170E-D1 -*6252E-01 -.9162E-01
30 o3000E+02 .2027£+D0 .1775£+00 •1_78E+00 _1143E+OD .7787_-01 .3944_-01 -°6291E-15 -,3944E-D1 -,7787E-01 -,1143E+OD
IZ= 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Z = ,2100E.02 ,2200E.02 o2300E.02 °2400E+02 °2500E.02 o260_0E.02 ,2700E+D2 °2800E.02 °2900E+02 °3000E.O_
IY Y
1 ,IOOOE+Ol -,3958E-D1 -.4526E-01 -°4£24E-D1 -.4956E-01 -.4993E-01 -.4999E-01 -.5000E-Of -°5000£'01 -,500OE-01 -,5000E-OI
2 .2000£+01 -.3960E-Ol -.4530E-01-.4828E-01 -.4960E-01 -._998E-01 -.5004[-01 -.5005£-01 -°5005E-01 -°5OO5E-Ol -.5005E-01
3 .3000E+01 -.3964E-D1 -.4534E-01 -;_833£-01 -.4966£-01 -.5004E-01 -.5010_-01 -.5DIIE-OI -°5DllE-Ol -.50RIE-D1-°5011E-0_
4 .4000[+DI -.3_68£-01 -°#;539£-01 -._839_-Di -.4_72F-01 -°5011E-Of -&501_-01 -.5019[-01 -.5DlgE-Ol -°5019[-01 -.5019E-0!
5 .5000E+01 -.3_73E-DI -._5_5Z-01 -.4_46E-01 -.4931£-01 -.5020[-01 -.502£[-0! --50_9£-01 -.5029£-01 -.50ZgE-01 -.5029£-01
6 °600e£+01 -.39_0£-01 -._554K-01 -.4856E-01 -.4992E-0] -.5032[-01 -.5040_-01 -.50_IE-01 -°50_IE-01 -.5041[-01 -°5041[-01
-._O ....-01 -.5046_-DI -&5055_-01 -°5056E-D1 -.5057[-01 -°5057[-01 -.5057E-017 .70D0£+01 -.3988£-Di -.456_[-01 -.4868£-0! = r _r
8 .8000r+01 -.3_°9[-01 -.457;7£-01 -;4883£-01-.5022[-01 -.. Oh4 -01 -'5074_-01 -.5076[-01 -&5076[-01 -°5076[-01 -.5076[-0!
9 °9000E.01 -.4012£-DI -.a59_E-Ol -.4902£-01 -.50_3F-01 -.50_7[-01 -.5098_-01 -.5100£-01 -.51ODE-Ol -°5100£-01 -°5100E-0!
10 °1000£+02 -.4028£-01 -.4613£-01 -._525E-01 -.5069H-01 -.5116[-01 -.5127_-01 -°5130E-01 -.5131[-DI -.51XlE-OI -°5131£-01
Ii .1100£+02 -.4049E-01 -.4638E-01 -.4_55£-01 -.5102[-01 -.5151£-01"-.5165[-01 -.5168E-01 -°5169E-Ol -.5169£-01 -.5169[-0_
12 °1200£+02 -.4075[-81 -._670E-01 -._992£-DI -°51_E-01 -.5196E-01 -_5212[-01 -.5216£-D1 -°5217E-D1 -°52_7E-01 -.5217E-0!
13 .1300Z.02 -.4IOBE-DI -.4710£-01 -.503SZ-01 -°5196[-01 -.5252£-01 -.5270_-01 -.5276[-01 -.5277E-01 -.5277E-01 -=5277[-0!
14 .1400£.02 -.4148£-01 -.4759Z-01 -.5096£-DI -.5261£-01 -.5323[-01 -&5344Z-Of -.5351E-01 -.535_[-Di -.5353E-01 -.5352E-0!
15 °1500E.02 -.4200£-DI -.aF22£-01 -.5170£-01 -°53#3[-01 -.5412£-01 -&5437T-Of -.5#45E-01 -.5_#8£-0! -.5_#8[-01 -.54#7[-01
16 °1600[+02 -.4264E-D1 -.4901E-01 -.5262[-DI -.5#46£-01 -.5523E-01 -.5553_-01 -._564E=01 -.5567E-01 -.5567[-01 -°5566£-01
17 °17DOE+D2 -.43_5E-01 -.5000E-Ol -.537HE-D1 -.5576E-0! -.5664E-01 -,5700Z-01 -°5714E-01-°5718E-01 -.5718[-01 -°5717E-01
18 °1800[.D2 -.4448[-DI -.5126E-D1 -°5524E-01 -.57_0E-01 -.5841[-01 -&5886Z-Of -.590_E-01 -&5908E-Ol -.59_8E-01 -°5906E-01
19 °lgDOE+02 .4578E-01 .5284E-01 ;5709E-01 -.5948[-01 -.6065E-01 -,6120_-01 -.6142[-01 &6148E-Of -°6148E-01 -.6146E-01
20 .2000£+02 -,4742£-DI -.5485£-01 -.594q[-Dl -.6211[-01 -.63_9E-01 -&6417E-OI -°6444E-0[-°6452[-Di -.6452E-Dl -.6_50E-0!
21 °2100E+02 -.49515-01 -.H741£-01 -.6242£-Di -.6546£-01 -.6711£-01 -.6795Z-01 -.6829[-01 -.683g[-01 -.6839E-01 -.6837E-01
22 .2200[+D2 -.5216E-D1 -..6067E-01 -.6624£-01 -.6973£-01 -.717_[-01 -.727SZ-0! -.7322[-01 -°7334[-01 -.733_[-01 -.7331E-0!
23 .2_00E+_2 -.5562£-DI -._467£-Di -.71_4£-DI -.7523£-01 -.7767£-01 -.78_-01 -.7954£-01 -°7970£-01 -.7970E-D1 _°7966E-0!
24 _2400£€02 -.6007£-01 -.7030K-01 -47749£-DI -.8234£-01 -.8536[-01 -L8703[-01 -.8773[-0[ -°8794E-01 -.8793[-01 -.8788E-01
25 .2500£+02 -.6587K-DI -.7740£-81 -.6578£-Di -.9163£-01 -.9540£-01 -.9753[-0! --9843[-01 -.9869[-01 -°986_£-01 -°9861E-01
26 .2600£+02 -.735G£-DI -.6679E-01 -.9674E-01 -.1039<.00 -.1087£+08--I114_+00 -.I126£+09 -.I129E.00 -.i129E+00 -.l128E+Ot
27 .270D£+02 -.H_68E-DI -...4!E-01 - II15£+D0 -.1204_+00 - 1265E+00 1301K+00 --1316[+03 -°1320£.00 -.1320£+00 -°1319[+D0
28 .2800£+02 -.9806£-DI -.!167[+G0 -.I_17£+00 -.lq3!U.O0 -.1511[+00 -.1557[+00 -.]577E+89 -.1583[+00 -.1583[+00 -°1581£+0[
29 •2500£=02 -.iiSi;.+00 -.]_!5i*0C -.1604[+D0 -.!753C[.0D -.1858£+00 -.i_207+00 -.I_7[+03 -.19_5[+00 -.1955[+00 -°1953E+0?
30 °3000[.02 -ola76[+DO -.1775:1+00 -.2027£.00 -.2227:[+00 -.2371[.00 -.2457[+00 -.2_93E+O3 -°2504E+00 -.2504£+00 -°25DIE+OC
iIZ= "51 32 33
Z : ,3100£.02 -3200E*02 ,5500E.02
1 o1"000E.01 -.4999E-01 -o4959E-01 -°5000E-D1
2 °2DOOE.Ol -.5005E-01 -.FOO5E-0! -,5005E-01
5 .3000Z+01 -.50_IF.-61 --5011E-01 -;5011£-01
q ,40ODE.01 -o50_9£-01 --5019E-01 --5019E-01
5 ,5808E+01 -°5029E-01 -°5029E-01 -.5029E-01
6 -6000E.01 -,50_1£-01 -,5041E-01 -,.5041E-01
7 o7000E.01 -°505GE-01 -.5056E-01 -,5056Z-01
8 ,8DODE.Ol -,5076E~01 -°_O?G£-Ol -,5076E-01
9 .9000E+01 -.5100f-01 -.5100Z-01 -;5100E-01
10 ,1000E.02 -°5131_-01 -.5131Z-01 -°5131E-01
11 .1100E.02 '-.516V_-01 -.5169E-01 -.5169E-01
12 ,1200E+02 -,5217_-01 -.5217E-01 -,5217E-01
13 ,1300E+02 -.5277_-01 -.5277_-01 -°5277£-01
14 ,I_OOE.02 -,5352E-01 -.5352E-01 -,5_52E-01
15 .1500Z.02 -.5447_'-01 -,5447£-01 -_54q?E-01
16 °1600E.02 -,5566E~DI -°5566E-01 -,5566E-01
17 ,1700E-02 -,5716_-01 -.5716£-01 -.5716E-01
18 °1@00E.02 -.5905£-01 -.5905E-01 -.5906E-02
19 .1900E.U2 -.61_5E-01 -,6145E-01 -.6145E-DI
20 .2000_.02 -.64_9_-01 -°6g_9E-01 -.6_49E-01
21 .2100E+02 -,G835E-01 -,E635£-01 -_683GE-01
22 .2200E+02 -°7329E-01 -.7529E~01 -.7329E-01
23 .2300E+02 -,79_3E-91 -.7963E-01 -,7954E-01
24 ,2_OOE+D2 -,8785£-01 -°E78.5E~01 -,8786E-01
25 ,2500E+02 -,9858E-01 -,g858E-01 -°_859E-01
26 .2600E+02 -.1128F+_0 -.!128£+00 -¢11285+00
27 ,2700E+02 -o!31_5o00 -.!318E+00 -,!319E+00
28 .2800E.02 -.1580_*D0 -.!5_0£.00 -.1581E.00
29 .2900£_02 -.lC51;i_0 -.1_'51E.00 -.1952[+00
30 .30DOE+D2 --2499!:.D0 --24SgE+DO -.2500£+00
IZ: 1 • 2 3 ' 4 5 F. 7 _ 5 10
Z : .1000£+01 .2000Z.01 .3GOOZ.OI .40DOE.01 .5000E+Ol .600_E.Ol .7000£+31 .SODOE+01 .9000E+01" .1000E+02
IY Y ; •
1 .l_OOE-Ol -°2500£+D0 -.2105E.00 -.175z_.DO -.1443E+00 -.I165£+00 -.glGE=-Ol -.6946E10_ -.49t_8£-01 -.3142£-01 -°1500E-01
2 -2000£.01 -.2500_.D0 -.2105E.00 -.17[._E.DO -.14420.00 -.1165[.00 -.9167_-01 -.6945E-01 -.4046[-01 -.3139E-01 -.1497E-01
3 .3_00E.01 -..25G0_00 -.2105_.00 -.1754_.00 -o1442_+00 -.1165F.00 -&91_6=-01 -._94ZF-01 -.4043E-01 -.3136E-01 -.1_93E-01
•4OOOE.gl -.2500K.EO -.?1V5i_O0 -.1754£.D0 -.1442£.00 -.1165E.00 -.5164v-01 -.6941E_0_ -.4940£-01 -.3132[-01 -'°1_88E-01
5 o5000£.01 -.2500F.00 -o2105£.00 -.1754£.00 -.1442_+00 -.1164£.00 -.9162E-01 -.6938£-01 -.4936£-01 -o3127£-01 -.1482£-01
G oGOODE.Ol -.2500E.00 -°2105E.00 -.1754E.DD -o1442_+00 -.1164E.00 -.9159v-01 -.G934E-OL -.4932E-01 -.3121E-01 -.1475E-01
7 °?O00E+Ol -°2500_.90 -.7105_.00 -_1754£+00 -°1442E+00 -.1164£.00 -;9156_-01 -.6929E-0[ -.4925£-01 -.3113E-01 -.I_G5E-01
8 ._OOOE+01 -.2500£*B0 -.Z105£+00 -.1754£.00 -.1442£+00 -.1164E+00 -.9152_-01 -.G924E-OL -°401B£-0! _.3103E-01 -.145_E-01
9 .gDODE+01 -.2500E+_0 -.2105E.00 -.1754E+D0 -°I_q2E.OD -o1163E.00 -..9147E-01 -.6916£-01 -.490_E-01 -.3031E-01 -.1_39E-01
10 .1000{-02 -.25_OOE.DO -.21V5E.DO -°1754E+D0 -.1442£.00 -.1163£.00 -.9141_-01 -.6907£-01 -°_$96F-01 -.3076K-01 -.1_20E-01
11 .1100E.02 -.2500[.00 -.2105Z.00 -.175#£+00 -.1_1[.00 -.116_E+00 -.9133E-_1 -°689_E-01 -.4B81E-01 -.ZD57E-D1 -.1397E-01
12 .1_00E.02 -.2500F*DD -._105£-1)0 -.175_£.00 -.I_I£.DD -°11625_00 -.9123_-01 -.&Se2£-D1 -.A862E-01 -.3033E-01 -.1368E-01
13 .1ZDOE+O2 -.2500E'g0 -.=105_.00 -_1753E.+00 -.14_1E.00 -.1161E.00 -.9110E-01 -.6864_ 01 -o4838E-01 -.3OBZE-OI -.1332_-01
1_ .lq08_._2 -.2500_*_0 .;:!05_.00 -.1753Z.00 .1440£.D0 - 1160_.00 -,9095_-01 -.6841_Zul .480BE-01 -.2965E-01 .1286E-0115 °lSOOr.+U_ -.25DOE+DO .2105L+00 -.1753E+00 .1439£+00 :115SE+00 -.9075_-01 -o6813E-01 -.4770E-01 -.2917E-01 .1228E-01
1G °1600E.02 -.2500_.DD -.2105E+00 -.1753E+DD -.1438E.00 -.1157E+00 -.9050E-01 "'.6778E-01 -._723E-DI -.2857E-01 -°1156E-01
17 .1700E.02 -.2500£.90 -.2105£.00 -.1752E*D0 -.lq37E+O0 -.1155E+00 -.9019E-01 -.6733E-01 -._663E-01 -.2782E-01 -.1065E-01
18 .I_OOT.02 -.2500C*£0 -°_10_1+80 -.17_2£.U0 -.Iq56_.00 -.llSZ_.O0 -.8979T-01 -.6677E-01 -.4588E-01 -.26_6E-01 -.9500E-02
19 .1900[+02 -°2500_ .&O -.2105[.00 -.1751U*UO -.I_£+GO -.1150£.00 -,8_2_-01 -.6605£-01 -.44_£-DI -,2566£-01 -,80_6[-02
20 .2_00£-02 -.2500£.90 -.2105_.00 -_17506[+00-.I_32E.00 -.!146=.00 -.SE66F-OI -.6515£-01 -.4372E-0] -.2_13E-01 -.6202E-02
21 .2100E.02 -.2500f'D0 -,2104£.00 -.17_qE*O0 -.lqZg£.O0 -.I]40_.GO -.87_5[-01 -.&_O0£-O[ -.421_[-0! -.2219[-01 -°3856E-02
22 ,2200E.02 --2500[.00 -.2104E+00 -,/7_E.DO -,IQ26E+OO -,1134£.00 -_8682K-01 -,6253E-01 -._022E-01 -.19TIE-01 -.B586E-03
23 .2ZOOE.02 -°2500E.£0 -.2104£+00-.174&E.OO -.1421E*00 -.112hE+DO -,8550E-01 -.6064E-01 -°3770E-01 -.1652E-01 .2993E-02
2_ .2_00[._2 -.25UO_.DO ".2104£.00 -.17a4£.00 -.1415E+00 -.I]I5E+OO -48378[-01 -.5820E-01 -°3_£-01 -.1239E-01 .7979E-02
25 .2500£*02 -.2500[+D0 -.2!04E.00 -.1741£.00 -.I_OEE+O0 -.1!OO_.OO -.8155_-CI -o5500E-0[ -°3017E-0_ -°699_E-02 °I_gE-OI
26 .2£e0£+02 -.2500:"_0 -.2103_.0_ -.17575.00 -.15_%[.GG -.IOB2E.O0 -.78_9=-01 -.50TEE-Of -.2453E-01 .1409E-0! .2311E-01
27 .27001-0} -.25001_50 -.210_['00 -.1752_°60 -.13£4Z.00 -.I056E.00 -.7_6]Z-01 -_4510£-D] -.1695E-D] .9730E-82 .3_69E-01
2_ .21COE.52 -.2500[.D_ -.:I02_+[6 -.]77_}[-_0-.!_i5_[.OO -.10227"00 -.6qlGr-Ol -.3730£-01 -.6_37E-02 .22gDE-OI .5060E-01
23 .2Sb6[+02 -.250U +_u -.21Ui_+50 -.171[£*DU -.153_[+00 -._72q£-01 -&61_£E-Ol -.2626[-0[ .S206E-02 .4155E-01 .7511E-01
_0 .ZPDOE+02 -.2500{['£0-.210_£.0_ -.170_i.OG -.1300F+OD -.P997E-OI -.4977_-01 r.n950[-D_ .2q99[-01 .6911£-01 .106_E+00
IZ= _'1 12 13 i'_" -'-15-" "i"6- 17 18 19 20
Z = o1:100E*02 ,1200C+02 ,1300E+02. .lhOOE.02 ,1500E+02 ",160_E+02 ",1700£+_2 ,1800E+02 ,1900E*02 =2000E+02
IY Y •
1 ".IDOOE.OI .3420E-05 .1363_-01 ,2549L-01 ,3501E-01 _19_E-01 ,4614_-01 ,4756E-01 ,4614E-01 ._19_E-01 .3501E-01
2 ,2O00_.01 ,3891E-0_ .13_7E-01 o2553E-01 .3505£-01 ._199E-01 _4619_-01 .4761E-01 .4619£-01 ._199E-01 ,3505E-01
3 .3000E+Ol .8332E-0_ .1372_-01 .255_E-01 .3511_-01 ._205E-01 .4625_-01 o4767£-01 .4625E-01 ._205E-01 .3511E-01
4 ".4DOOE+01 .1389E-03 .1378_-01 .2565E-01 .351BE-01 .4212E-01 .'_G33_-01 .4775E-01." .4633E-01 .4212E-01 .3518E-01
5 .5000E+01 .2085E-D3 .1386E-Ol .2574E-01 .3527_-01 .4222E-Q1 ._642Z-01 .4785E-01 o4642E-01 .4222E-01 .3527E-01
-6 .6000E.01 .2957E-D3 '.1396E-01 .2584E-01 .3539E-01 .4234_-01 _4655_-01 o4798E-01 ._G55E-01 .4234E-01 .3539E-01
7 .7_00E.0:1 .4048E-D3 .1406E-01 .2598E-01 .3553E-01 ._249E-01 .4G70E-01 .4813E-01 ._670E-01 .42_9E-01 .3553E-01
8 .80ODE+01 ,5415E-D3 .1423E-01 .2615E-Oi .3571E-01 ._2G7E-01 .4689_-01 .4832E-01 ._689E-01 .4267E-01 -3571E-01
9 .9000E.01 .7127E-D3 .1443E-01 .2636E-01 .3593E-01 .4291E-01 ;471_Z-01 .4857E-01 .471BE-01 .4291E-01 .3593E-01
i0 .lO00E.02 .9272E-03 .1467Z-01 .2662E-01 .3621E-01 .4320_-.01 .474_-01 .4887E-01 .4744E-01 .4320E-01 .3621E-01
11 ,IIOOE+02 ,119_E-_2 ,149]E-01 ,26qSE-Ol ,3657E-01 ,_357E-01 _4781_-01 ,4925E-01 ._78_E-01 ,4357E-01 ,3657E-01
12 .1200E+02 .15_3E-O.2 .1535E-01 ..2736E-01 .3701E-01 .4403E-01 _829_-01 .4973E-01 .4829£-01 o_403_-01 .3701E-01
13 .1300E_02 .1956E-D2 .1582E-01 .2T88E-01 .3756E-01 o4461E-01 " .4889_-01 .5033E-01 &4889E-01 .4461E-01 .3756E-01
14 .1400E+02 ,2_88E-D2 .1642_-01 .2853_-01 .3826E-01 .453_E-01 ,4963_-01 .510-9E-01 _4963E-01 .4534E-01 .3826E-01
15 .1500E+02 .3155E-02 .1717_-0! .2535_-01 .3913E-01 .4G25E-01 _5057_-01 .5204_-0[ .5057E-01 ._625E-01 .391BE-Of
16 o1_00E+02 .3995K-_2 .1_IIE-01 .3031_-01 .4023E-01 .4740_-01 ..5175_-01 .5323_-01 .5175F-0! .4740E-01 .4023E-01
17 .1700E+02 .5053E-D2 .]'_30E-Ol o3167_-01 ._161E-0! ._865_-01 .532_-01 .5473_-01 o532_E-01 .4885E-01 .4161E-01.
18 .I800E+02 .6387E-02 o2079L-01 .3331E-01 ._336_-01 .5061_E-01 _5512E-01 .5663E-01" .5512E-01 .506BE-01 .4336E-D1 "
19 .1900E+02 ;8075Z-D2 .2269_-01 .3538E-01 .4557E-01 .5299_-01 .575DE-0_ .5902E-01 _5750E-01 .5299E-01 .4557E-01
20 o2000_.02 .1022E-D1 .2509_-01 .3_00_-01 .4837E-01 .5593E'01 &6051_-01 .6206E-0[ .6051E-01 .5593E-01 .4837E-01
21 .2100E+02 .I294E-D1 .2_i_I_-01 .4133Z-01 o5193E-01 o5966F-01 _6_34E-01 .6593_-0_ .643_E-01 .59G6_-01 .5193E-01
22 .2"200Z.02 .16_2_-DI .3205E-31 ._560_-Di o5648E-01 06442_-D1 .6924_-01 .7087_-01 .6924E-01 .6442E-01 o5648E-01
25 o2300E+02 o20_9E-01 .3706Z-01 .510_E-OI .6233_-01 o7055_-01 .7553_-01 .7722E-Ol o7553E-01 .7055F-01 .6233E-01
2_ .2_00E+02 .2668_-01 .4356_-01 .5817Z-01 .6991_-01 o7847E-D1 .8368_-01 .R544Z-Dt .8_68E-01 .7847E-01 .6991E-01
25 .2_00E+02 o3424E-01 .5204E-01 oG743_-01 o7980E-01 .P_3_-OI .9_52_-01 .961_Z-01 .9@32_-01 .8883E-0! .7980E-01
26 o2600E+02 o4424E-01 .E326E-OI .796_-01 o9288E-01 .i025_-00 &IOg4Z.O0 .IIO_E+DD •.108_E+O0" .1025E+00 .9288E-01
27 o2700E+02 .5768E-EI .7_34E-01 .9615E-01 .I-lOSE+DO .1209E.00 .1273E+00 o1295E+03 .127_E+00 .1209E+00 ".II05E+O0
28 .2800E+02 .7614E-D1 o_06Z-01 .II88E+OD .13_6_+00 o1462E+00 &I53_E+OO .1557E+00 ._533E.00 " .1462E+00 .1346E.00
_9 .2900E+02 .I023E.OD .1284E+OD .1508E.00 .1688E.00 "'.1820E+00 .1901_+00 .1928E*09 .1901E.OD .1820E.00 .1688E+00
30 .3000E+02 .1409E+DO .1717£-00 .1981Z+00 .21"94E+00 .2349E+O0 .2445E+00 .2477E+0_ .2q45_+00 .2349E+O0 .2194E.00
IZ= 21 22 .23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Z = .2100Z_02 .2200E.02 .2300E_02 .2400E+02 *2500E+02 .260_E+02 .2700E+02 .2800E*02 .2900E+02 .3000E+02
IY Y
1 .IOOOE.01 o25_gE-D1 .1363E-01 ._420E-05 -.1500E-01 -.31_2E-OI.-_4948E-01 -.6946E-Ot -o9168E-01 -.1165E+00 -.I443E+DO
•2 o2OOOE+OI .2553E-01 .1367Z-01 .3891E-04 -.1497E-01 -.313GE-OI -_49_6_'-01 -.6945E-01 -.9167E-01 -.I165E+00 -.1442E.00
3 .3'OOOE+01 .2558E-Dl .1372_-01 .8332E-04 -.1493E-01 -.3136E-01 -.494_Z-01 -o6943E-01 -.9_66_-01 -o1165E+00 -.1442E+00
4 .4OOOE+Ol .2565E-D1 .1378E-01 _1389E-03 -.1488E-01 -.3132£-01 -.49_0E-01 -.6941E-01 -.9_64E-01 -.I.165E.00 -.1442E+00
5 .5000E.01 _25_I-DI .13_6_-01 .20B5E-03 -.i_82E-01 -.3127E_01 -_4936E-01 -.6938E-01 -.9_62E-D1 -.116.4E+00 -.1442E+00
6 "=6OOOE+01 o2584E-D1 .1396E-01 " .2557E-03 -.1475E-01 -.3121E-01 -.4932_-01 -o6934E-01 -,9159E-01 -.116.4E.00 -.1442E+00
7 .7OOOE.01 .2598E-01. .1_08E-01 .40_8E._03 -.1465E-01 -.3113E-01 -.4925E-01 -.6929E_01 ..-.9156E-01 -.1164E+00 -.1442E.00
8" .8DOOE.OI .26_5E-D1 .1423E-01 .5415E-03 -o1454E-01 -.3103E-01 =_'4918_-01 -o6924E-01 -.9152E-01 -.I164E.00 -.I442E.OD
9:':_.9000E.01 _26S6E-D1 .1443E-01 .7127E-03 -.1439E-01 -.3091E-01 -.4908_-01 -.'6916Z-01 -_91_7E-01 -.1163E+00 -.Zq42E+O0
10.'-.1000_&02" &26'62£-91 o1_67E-01 .9272E-03 -.I_20E-01 -.3076E-01 -;_896_-01 -.6907E-01 -'.'9141E-01 -.1163E+00 -.1442E+00
II .IIOOE+O2 .2695E-01 oI_97E-01 .I196E-02 -.1397E-01 -.3057_-01 -;4881_-01 -.6896E-01 -.9_3BE-01 -.1163E+00 -.1441E+00
12 ",1£00E*02 .2736E-_i .1535E-01 .1533E-OP -.136BE-01 -.3033E-01 -.486_Z-01 -.6882E-01 -1912_E-01 -.1162E+00 -.1441E+00
13 .I_OOE+'02 .2788E-_I .1582E-01 _I956E-D2 ".1332_-01 -.3003E-01 -.4838E-01--.6864E-01 -.9110E-01 -.1161E.00 -.l_41E+O0
I'@" .I_OOE+02 .2853_-51 .I_42E-DI .2488E-02 -.1286E-D1 -.2965E-01 -._808_-01 -.6841E-01 -.9D95E-O1.-.1160E.O0 -;I_40E.00
15......1500E.02 =29_5E-01 .1717E-01 .3155E-02 --1228E-01 -.2917E-01--_4770Z-01 -.6813E-01 -.907.5[-01 -.1159E.00 -.1439E+00
16 =1600E.02 .30_8_-D1 .1811E-01 .5995E-02 -=I_56E-01 -.2857E-01 -&4723E-01 -.6778E-O[.-*905OE-01 -.I157E.00 -.1438E+00
17 .1700E+02 .3167E-D1 .1930E-01 .5053E-02 -.I065E-01 -.2782E-01 -._66_E-01 -.6733E-01 -*9019E-01 -.I155E+00 -.1437E.00
18 .IBOOE.02 .3331E-01 o2079E-01 .6387E-02 -.9500E-02 -.2686E-01 -.4588E-DI -o6677E-01 -o8979E-01 -.i153E+00 -.1436E+OD
19 .1900E.02 .3538E-01 .2269E-01 ._075E-02 -.80_6E-02 -.2566E-01 -.4_93_-01 -.6605E-01 -.8929E-01 -.1150E.00 -.143_E.00
20 .2000E.02 &38OOE-DI .2509E-01 .lD22E-01 -.6202E-02 -.2_X3E-DI -.4372E-01 -.6515E-Or -.8866E-D! -.11_6E+00 -.1432E+00
21 o2100E.02 .._133E-01 .251_E-01 .1294E-01 -.3856E-02 -.2219E-01 -_4218_-01 -.6_OOE-Ol -.8785E-01 -.l140E.O0 -.1429E+00
22 . .2200E.02 .4560E-D1 ._205E-01 .IG_2E-D1 -.8586E-05 -o1971E-Ol".-.4022_-Ol -.6253E-01 -=8682E-Ol -.1134E+00 -.1426E+00
23 .2300E.:02 .51D8E-DI .3706E-01 .2089E-DZ _2993E-02 --1652E-O1"-.3770E-D1 -.6064E-01 -18550E-01 -.1126E+00 -.1421E.00
2_ .2400E+02 .58.17E-01 .4356E-01 *2668E-D1 .7979E-02 -.1239E-01 -&34_-01 -.5820E-01 -_8378E-OI:-.11_5E.O0 -.1415E+00
25 .2500E.02 '67_@3E-0-1 .520_E_01 _3_24E-D1 .1449E-01 -.6994E-02 -_301_E-01 -.5500E-OI-*8155E-DI -.llOOE.O0 -.1408E*00
26 o2600E+02 o7968E-01 " o6326E-01 .4424E-01 .2311E-01 .1409E-03 -&2_53E-01 -.5078E-01 -=7859E-01 -.IOB2E.O0 -.1398E+00
27 .2700E+02 .96_5E-D1 o783_E-01 .5768E-DI .3469E-01 .9730E-02 -.IG95E-01 -.4510E-01 -;7461E-D1 -.I056E.DO -.13B_E.O0
28 .2800.E.02 .1188E.00 o_906E-01 .7614E-01 o5060E-01 .2290E-01 _.653_E-02 -o3730E-01 -.691_E-01 -o1022E+00 -.1365E+00
29 .2900E.02 =I508E+DO o1284E+00 .1023E.00 .7311E-01 ._155E_01 =8206_-02 -.2626E-01 -.6140E-01 -.9724E-01 ".I339E.OD
30 .3000E.02 .1981E+DD _1717E+00 _I_QgE+o0 '.I06_E+O0 .6911E_01 _2999_-01 -..9950E-0_ -._997E-01 -.8997E-01 -.1300E+00
IZ= 3'i ' 32 _
Z = .3.100E+02 .3200E*02 ,3300E+02
1 ,1DODE+DI -./75_5._0 -.2105E+00 -.2500E.00
2"'.2000E+01 -.I75qE*O0 -',PIO5E+O0 -,2500E.00
3 o3OOOE+OI -.1754E+00 -.2105E.00 -;2500E+00
4 ,40ODE+D3 -,I?5_£+DO.-,2105E+O0 -,2500E.00
5 .5_ODE+01 -.I?54E+DD -,2105E+00 -.2500E+OO
6 *600OQ+Ol -,1754E+£0 -.2105E+00 -_2500E+OO
? oYOOOE.Ol -,175_E.DO -,2105E+DO -o2500E+00
8 .o8D00£+01 -.I754E+,DO -,210@E+O0 -.2500E+00
9 .gDO0_+Ol -.1754E+_0 -.2105E+06 -,2500E.00
10 oIDOOE*02 -.175_E*00 -o2105E.OG -,2500E+00 .
ii ,l_OOi.02 -.1754E+DO -.2_O5E+nO -,2500E+00
12 ,1200E_02 -,I?_8E+DO -,2105E+00 -.2500E+00
13_: ,1300E+02 -;1753F+0.0 -.2105E+00 -.2500E+00
14 ,I_OOE+02 -.I?53E+DO -.2105_+00 -,2500E+00
15 .'&50O_+O2 -,I753E+DO -,2105E+00 -,2500E+00
16 ,]6DOE+D2 -,'1753_.DD -,2105_+00 -,2500_+00
17 ,1700_*02 -,1752_+D0 -,2105E.00 -,2500_+00
18 ,IPOOE+02 -*1752E+00 -,21O5E+O0 -*2500E.00
19 ,1900E'02 -,1?51E.DO -,2105_+DQ -,2500E+00
20 ,2DDOE+02 -o1750E+DO -,2105E+00 -,2500E+00
21 ,2QOOE+O2 -,1749E+_0 -,2104E+00 -,2_OOE+O0
22 22DOE+D2 - 174_+D0 "-2104E+00 -.2500E'00
23 :2300E+O2 :1746_+00 ,21OqE+O0 -,2500E+00
24 ,2400E+C2 -,17_[+D0 -,2104E+00 -;2500L+00
25 ,2500E+02 -.1741[*00 -,2104f+00 -.2500E+00
26 ,2600{+02 -o2737E+DO -,2103E.00 -.2fO0_+O0
27 .2700E+02 --17_2/.00 -.2103_+00 -,2_OOE.OO
28 ,2800E+02 -,1725E+£0 -,2102E+00 -.2500E+00
29 o2900E+02 -,1715_+D0 -,2101£+00 -.2500E+00
30 ".3000_+02 -.i700[+_O -o2100_+00 -,2500E+OO
.o
VzL{iCI lV v:crL;h ]ISPL_yL ._' I_' CAFT_LI_N CL_/';,D]' ATES
STATION 1 *'** U-VEL ****
_7: I 2 ..= 4 5 6 7 R 9 I0
7 : *I000_+0] -2000_*01 •J_[)OE+01 .gOCOE.01 .5000_+01 .6PO.g_+01 .7000E+Dl -_OGOE'+OI .gDOOE+01 ,lO00E+O_
IY Y
1 *IO00F+01 .0 .0 *0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,O ,0
2 .2_00E*01 ;1gOOE+O0 .]786E'+RG *1773Z+00 .1755E+00 .1738E+OD ,1722_+00 olGg6_+OD ,1673=+00 ,1654_+00 ,1273E+00
3 .3C00_+01 .3_53£,DD o3442Z-00 -34ZOE.O0 .3_13_+0G .355_.00 &3546_+00 ,335_E+03 .3337E.00 .3318E+00 .2903E+00
4 o4OO0_.Ol *_239_+00 "z1233E.OO" -q22_E+O0 .4221E+00 .A268E+O0 o_262E+00 .4196_+09 ,_IB6_.O0 ,_177E.00 ,3964E+00
5 .5OODZ*DI *t_625E.OO ._&22E.OO ._&15"£+00 o_615£+00 .4638E+00 ,463_00 ._596E+03 .4590_00 *_556E+00 ,4463E+00
G .6['ODE+O] ..4822_Z-60 ,8919E+RO -qS!R.E+O0 .4512_+00 .4S08E+00 o490_+00 ,4899E.03 ,_874_.00 ,_851E.00 ,4772E+00
7 *7FO0_.01 ,51_3E+C0 ._IhGE+OG .-5177E+00 .5173E+OD *_168E+00 ,516_:_+00 *5160Z.03 -5127_+00 ,5084Z.00 ,5023E+00
•8_00_.CI .5_13_*D0 .5410Z.OG .5_IOTQ.OO .540_.00 *5_OOR+O0 &5397r.OO ".5391E+03" ,5365E+00 .53_DE.DO .5277E+00
•gDOOE.OI .5642E+_0 o_&35E+flO o5637_+00 .5633E+00 .5630E+00 .5626_+00 .56_IE+09 o5GOOE+CO *556_E+00 o5501E+00
lO .1000E+02 ,585_+_0 .5856E.00 .5H5_E.OO .5850_+00 *SB47E+DO .58_4_+00 ,'5833E+03 .5816E+00 *5?&IE+O0 .5721E+00
Ii .llOOE_02 .6065E+00 .6062E+00 o6060E+00 .6057E+OD ._058E+00 .6055_+00 .6046E+03 .6027E+00 *59_0E+00 .5929E+00
12 ,1200_.02 ,6272Z+00 o6269E+00 -6267E+00 .6264E+00 o6261E+00 ,625SE+00 ,6250E.00 ,6231E+OD -61_4E+00 ,6136E+0013 .1_OOT.02 .6_73F+00 -6_71E+00 _o_c+nn
..........u .6_&6K+OO .6_63F+00 .6_61_+00 ,6454_+f!3 ,6432_+00 ,6396_+00 ,63_0E+00
14 o1400_+02 o6672L+DO -6670_.00 -666_!E_00 .6665_+00 ,6665E+00 o6&62F+OO ,6653£+09 .6635E+OO ,6598E+00 ,6540E+00
15 .1_005-02 .6671E_0 -_69_+g0 .R}:G7_.OO -6_64¢.00 ..6_63R+00 o6_61=.00 .6852_+03 ,6q33r.DD .6795E+00 ,6740E+DD
16 *i1.00_+_2 .TGGg_+DO .70GTZ+OO .7065E+00 .706_E+00 *7063E+O0 .70GI_+O0 ,7053E+_3 o7033E+00 .6995E+O0 o6940E+00
17 *1700E.02 .7270E'DO .7269Z.00 *7267£+OO ,7266£+00 .7265E+O0 ,7263r*OO .7255E+03 o7236E+OO *71_8E+OD ,7141E+00
18 .I_DDE+O2 ,7477E+PO ,7475E+00 ,TqY4E.OO . o7_72K+OO .7Q71E*O0 o7469_+OO ,74G]E+03 .7442E+00 ,74D3E+O0 _7346E+00
19 ol_OO_+02 ,7691F*00 ,TG69Z+O0 -7_8_E+00 .7686E+00 .7686E+00 .7_84_+00 ,7676E+03 ,7657E.00 o76_6E.00 ,7558E+00
20 .2000_+02 ,7518_+0U ,751G_+OO .7515E+00 .7914_+00 .7914E+00 *7912r+OO *7gO_E+03 o7884E+00 ,7840E+00 ,7779E+00
21 €2_00_+02 .8164[I+D0 o_]G3S.OO .@162E+0 n_ -EiGlc+GO- .SlGIE+O8 ,8]AO_+O0 *_1..2= _+n.3 ,fl12_+O0._ ,BOB3E+O0 ,80ITE+O0
22 .2200{-02 . ._440[_-D0 ._:439_.00 ._"I3=E+O_ .d'_3_F+O0 .F438_+00 ._437_.00 o842BE+03 ._04L_O ._353_+D0 .8280E+00
23 .2_0_*G2 ._757=_-£'U .P75E_'.f_n .._l=5Z+O0 ._755_.00 ._75GE+O0 .&755_+00 .5746£.03 ,£71_E_C_ ,6661E*00 ,8580E.DD
262524.2600LoD2"_'24UD_+CZ_EOG_'O?o_gOlr*Oo' 52 _+OO'512J_'DO,_Ol_.OO'gt2t:E+O0"c1:_2_+O_-_gOl_.Or'r_":]l?]K+OC"G_+O0-€_01_.On'_527E+Oo'_l_25+O0qgO"c' 51 =.00_'_+00'_".952_+C_'g122-.00':_igE.O3"qllX'-._]_",9465Z+_O*G_B3_.GO,°9_22E.009018[+00,8325E.OO*8928E.DO
" -- . _- O0 .9903_+00 ,g697_+03 ,9873E'+rO *gP2OE.O0 ,973BE+OG
27 .2700C+07 .llqB_:_£1 .11_0_.01 .1132_+01 -i120_+01 .III0_01 .iOg7F+01 *I083_+01 *I069E+01 ,I055E+01 *10_3E+01
2629 .2_OO£*ti_[_.._ .1121_'01 .Ii13:[+01 .II155-gi .]O_{*Ol .I0_6£+01_- ,1075_._I ,lO63:+nlm- ,i05!_+01 ,103gE*Ol ,103DE.Of
-2._t.. l,_. .]093(-CI .IdrL::.01 -!07_tl.C1 ,IC71:._ .IO_2E+DI .1053{+01 .!043E+0! ,1_32F+01 -102qE.01 ,1018E.01
30 .3_00._*02 -!065q'_i .105'::.'_1 ,I_5_i*CI .ib_6..'G! .!03[::_'01 .IOZCZ+CI .IO?3Z.OI *i017_._1 ,1012£+01 *i008[+01
IZ= "'_1 " 12 13 14 15 IS 17 18 19 20
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The next page prints out integral properties, area and mass flux. It also prints out the
iteration history of scalar potential equation at streamwise station 3. The ITER is the iteration
number, PMAX is the maximum value of scalar potential, DELP is the maximum of change of scalar
potential at one iteration. RHS_IAX is the maximum residual of equation. The PTEST and RHS test
are the measures of criterion of convergence test of equation. In the present calculation, when
PTEST < 0.i, RHS < 0.i, and if RHMAX/RHMAXI < 0.005 (RHMAXI is the maximum residue at ITER=I),
the equation converges.
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The next page prints out iteration history of stream function - vorticity equations at streamwise
station 3. The ITER is the iteration number. RHO is the parameter for time scaling, MODEF and MODES are
parameters relating to time scaling. DFF, PXF are the maximum value of charge of streamwise vorticity and
maximum value of streamwise vorticity respectively. DPS, PXS are the maximum absolute value of charge of
stream-function and maximum value of stream-function respectively. TS and TF are the measures of criterion
of convergence test of equation. When TS < 0.i and TF < 0.I simultaneously ICONV value increases by I.
If ICONV=5, then equation converges.
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The followfng pages print out the Cartesian vertfcal coordinate 'Y', Cartesian spanwise
coordinate 'Z', streamwise velocity 'u', the vertical velocity 'v',
the spanwise velocity 'w', the streamwfse vorticity 'vor-x' at grid point IY, IZ.
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1 .1100E+02 .516BE-El .479_E-01 .41q3E-01 .32_4£-01 .2269£-01 .1157E-01 .2057£-15 -.1157E-01 -.2269E-01 -.328_E-01
2 .1200E.02 .5173E-D1 .482_E-01 _4169E-01 .3304E-01 o2282E-01 .11_E-01 o2037E-15 -.1.164E-01 -o2282E-01 -.3304E-01
3 .1300E+02 +5219E-D1 .4864E-01 +_201&-01 .352S£-01 .2299E-01 _1172_-01 .201_E-15 -,1172E-01 -.2299E-01 -.3328E-01
4 .1400E..02 _52_SE-D1 .4913£-01 _242E-01 .3359E-01 .2320E-01 .11B3_-01 .'1979E-15 -_1185E-01 -+2320E-01 -+3359E-01
5 o1500E+02 &5349E-D1 .4975E-01 .'_292£-01 .3398E-01 .23_6£-01 _1196E-01 .19#0£-15 -vlI96E-Ot -.23_6E-01 -.3398E--01
6 .1EOOE+02 .54_gE-D1 ._053E.-01 ._56E-01 .3447E-01 .2379£-01 &1213_-01 .1889E-15 -.121_E-01 -.2379E-01 -.3_47E-01
7 .1700E+02 .5554E-D1 .5151E-01 ._37E-01 .3509_-01 .2421_-01 .1234E-01 .1826E-15 -.1234E-01 -.2421E-01 -.3509E-01
8 .l_OOE+02 .5699V-Ol .5275E-01 ._539E-01 .3587_-01 .2474E-01 ,1261_-01 .17_6E-15 -.1261E-01 -.24T4E-01 -.3587E-01
9..1900E+02 .5882E.-D1 .E431E-OZ .4667_-01 .3685£-01 .25_0E-01 .1294_-01 .1646E-15 -.129qE-Ol -.2540E-01 -.3685E-01
0 .2000E+02 .6113E-D1 .5630E-01 _4830&-01 .3810_-01 .2625E-01 .'1337Z-01 .1518E-15 -.1337E-01 -.2625E-01 ".3810E-01
•1 ....2100E.02 .6408E-D1 .5883E-01 .5037E-D1 .3965E-01 .2732E-01 _1391E-01 .1355E-15 -.1391E-01 -.2732E-01 -.3969E-01
'2 .2200£+02 .6785E-D1 .6205E-01 .5_02E-D1 .4172E-01 .2870E-01 .1461E-01 - .1147E-15 -.1461E-01 -o2870E-01 -.4172E-01
3 .2_OOE+D2 .7270£-01 .E62OE-01 .56_3E-01 .4_32£-01 .3047E-01 ..1550_-01 .8800E-1_ -.1550E-01 -.30€7E-01 -.4432E-01
'4 ,2_00E+02 ,7897[-01. ,7157E-01 .6084E-01 6_770E-01 ,3275[-01 ,L665E-01 ,5342E-1_ -,.1665E-01 -,3275E-01 -,4770E'01
5 .2500E+02 ._716£-01 ._659E-01 ;6659E-01 .5211Z-01" .3574_-01 .1816E-01 .8236_'11 -.1816E-01 -.3574E-01 --.5211E-01
•6 o2600£+02 .9b00£-01 o@786E-01 .7_21_-01 .579_£-01 .396qE-01 _2016E'-01 -.5152E-1_ -.2016E-01 -.3969E-01 -.5794E-01
'.7 .2700£*02 .1126E+DO .1003£.00 .8444E-01 .6577E-01 .4€99[-01 .22B_K-01 -.1318E-15 -+.2284F-01 -.4_99E-01 -.6577E-01
8 o2.800E.02 .1326E+DO .1175_.0_ .9_50£-01 .7654E-01 .5229E-01 .2652_-01 -.2422E-15 -.2652E-01-.5229E-01--+7654E-01
'9 .2_oog.o2 .1509E+DO .1417E.00 +11P_E.O0 .9178E-01 .6261E-01 ;317_-01 -.3983E-15 -.3175E-01 -o6261E-0_-.9178E-01
0 .3000E+02 .2027£+D0 .1775E+00 _1_78E+00 .1143E+00 °7787£-01 .3944_-01 -.6291£-15 -_39_4E-01 -.77_7E-01 -.1143E+00
IZ= 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Z = .2100E+D2 .2200E.02 .2300E.02 .2_00E+02 ' .2500£+D2 026_.q_+02 .2700E+D2 °2800E.02 .2900E+02 .3000E+02
_Y Y
1 .1600E+01 -.4052E-01 -.4683E-01 -;5007Z-01 -.5182g-01 -.5234Z-01 -.52_2Y'01 -.52_3E-01 -.5243E-01 ".52_3E-01 -.5243E-01
2 *2000E.01 -.4055_=D1 r._686E-01 -.5011E-01 -.5186E-01 -.5258E-01 -_5247Z-81 -.5248E-01 -.5248E-01 -.52_8E-01 -.52_8E-01
3 o3000£.01 -.40_9E-_1 -.4690E-01 -.5016£-01 -.5152E-01 -.52_E-01 -.5253_-01 -.5254E-01 -.525_£-01 -.525"_E-01 -.5254E-01
4 ._000£+01 -._C63F-D1 -,4£95E-01 -.5022E-01 -.5198F-01 -.F_51E-01 -.52_]_-01 -.5267E-01 -.5262E-01 -.5262E-01 -.5262E-01
5 .5000E+01 -.40_B_-6i -.4.702_-D1 -.5029E-01 -°5207[-01 -.5260E-01 -=5270_-01 -.5272£-01 -.5272[-01 -.5272E-01 -.5272E-01
6 .60GOZ+01 -.4075E-D1 -.4710E-01 -.503_£-01 -.b217_-01 -+5272Z-01 -;52R2R-01 -.5284£-0L -.5284E-01 ;.5264E-01 -.5284E-01
7 .70ODE*01 -._0_-3_-_1 -.a720_-01 -.5050E-01 -=5231C-01 -.52L6E-O] -.52_7_-01 -.5299_-D1 -.5299_-01 -.5299E-01 -.5299E-01
8 o6000E*01 -,_093E-01 -°4732_-01 -.5065E-01 -.52_7E-01 -._304[-01 -+5316_-01 -.5318£-0L -.5519E-01 -.53t_E-01 -.5318E-01
9 .9000E.01 -._106Z-_l -.4748£-01 -.508_E-01 -.52G8F-01 -.5327E-01 -.53_0_-01 -.53_2E-01 -.5346£-01 -.53_3E-01 -.5345E-01
O .IO00E.D2 -._123K-D1 -.4768E.-01 -.5107E-01 -.529_E-01 -.5355E-01 -.53&9_-01 -.5372E-01 -.5373E-01 -.5373E-01 -.5373E-01
1 .1100E.02 -.4143_-01 -.4793Z-01 -.5136E-01 -.5327_-01 -.5390K-01 -.5406K-01 -.5_IOE-OI -.5411E-01 -.5411E-01 -.5_IOE-DI
2 .1200[+02 -.4168_-DI -.4_'24Z-0] -.5173E-01 -.5368_-01 -.5_34_-01 -.5_52_-01 -.5457£-01 -.545_E-0! -.5458E-01 -.5458E-D1
3 .]ZOOK.02 -.4201g-91 -.aF64_-01 -.521_Z-01 -.591_!-01 -._ggOE-01 -.551D_-01 -.5516E-01 -.5517£-01 -.5517£-01 -.5517E-01
4 .1_00£.02 -.q242&-_l -._913E-D] -.527_E-01 -.5_83E-01 -.5559E-01 -&55P3_-01 -.5590[-01 -.5592_-0] _.5592E-01 -.5592E-01
5 .1500[,02 -.4292E-01 -.4575_-01 -.5399K-DI-.b564E-01 -.£6_7£-01 -.5675_-01 -.5684E-OL -.5686E-D! -.5686E-01 -.5685E-01
6 .1600E.02 -;4356[-D1 ".£053E-D1 -.5q39E-01 -.5666E-01 -.5757E-01 -.5790£-01 -.5801E-OL -.580_E-01 -.580_£-01.-.5803E-01
7 o1700E+02 -.4437E-D1 -.5151Z-01 -.5554E-D! -.5795E-01 -.5896E-01 -.5935_-01 -.5945E-01 -.5955E-01 -.5952E-01 -.5951E-01
8 .18DOE+D2 -.4559E-Dl -.5275Z-01 -.5699E-01 -.5956E'01 -.6071E-01 -.6118E-01 -.6135E-Or -.61_0E-01 -.6140E-01 -.6139E-01
9 .1900E+02 -.4&G?E-DI -._431E-01 -.5882E-01 -.6161£-01 -.6292E-01 -,634q_-01 -.6371Z-01 -.6577E-01 -.6377E-D1 -.6375E-01
•0 .2000E.02 -.4830_-D1 -.5630£-01 -.61!3E-01 -.642!F-01 -.6572E-01 -.6643Z-01 -.6670E-01 -.6678_-01 -.6678E-01 -.6676E-D1
_1 .2100E+02 -.5037E-C1 -.58H3E-01 -;640_E-DI -.6751E-01 -.6929E-01 -,7016E-01 -.7051E-Of -+7061E-01 -.706_E-01 -.7058E-01
:2 .2200£+02 -.5302F-D1 -._205Z-01 -.67F5_-01 -.7173F-01 -.73_6F-01 -.7493=-01 -.7537E-OL -.7549[-0! -.7549E-01 -.7546E-01
:3 .2300Z+02 -.5643L-01 -.£620£-01 -.7270E-0] -.7715£-01 -.7972[-01 -.8106r-01 -.@162£-0[ -.8178[-01 -.8178[-01 -.8173E-01
_ .2400[+02 -.608_[-01 -.7157E-01 -.7597E-01 -._17q-Ol -.8731E-01 -.890G[-01 -.897DE-Or -.899IE-Ol -.8991E-01 -.8985E-01
_5 .2500£+02 -.6659E-Dl =.7859£-01 -.8716E-01 -.9335[-01 -.9722E-01 -.9937[-01 -.I003E+03 -.IO05E+OO -.IODSE.OO -.lOOSE+DO
:6 .2600E+02 -.7_21[-D1 -.8786£-01 -.9800£-01 -.I055E+00 -.ll03E+OO -;IISIK.O0 -.Ii_[+09 -.i146[+00 -.II_6E.O0 -.II_SE+O0
_7 .2700E+02 -.8_[-DI -.IO03E+O0 -.1126E*00 -.1216£.00 -.1280[+00 -.1315_+00 -.1330E.0_ -.1335£+D0 -.1335E+00 -.1333E.00
_8 .2F00[+02 --oe5O[-01... -.I175£+00 --1326E+0(; --laag_+OO..... -.I=92E+00_. -.15&_+O0 -.1588[+00 -.1 _°ar.nn..-_-. -.159_E.00 -°1592E+00
_9 .2r_0£+02 -.1184£.b0 -.1417E+00 -.1609E+00 -.175'+E+00 -.I_S_£+OD -.1927_+00 -.I754E+09 -.1961E.00 -.1961E+00 -.1959E.00
.0 .3£0P£+02 -.1478=_D0 -.1775£+00 -,2027E+0C -.2227E+OD -.2371£+00 -.2_57[.00 -.2493£.03 -.2504Z+OD -.2504[+00 -.25_IE+00
2 o20DOE+D1 -o52_8£-D1 -._248E-01 -.52_8E-01
3 .3000E+01 -.5254E-01 -.525_E-01 -_5254E-01
4 =_O00E_01 -.5262_-01 -o5262E-01 -o5262E-01
5 .5000E.01 -.5272£-D1 -.E272£-01 -,.52_2E-01
6 o6000E.01 -.528_E-DZ'-.£284£-01 -.528_E-01
7 .7000E+O1 -.5299E-Ol -.5299E-01 -e5299£-01
8 .8000E.Ot-.5318E-D1 -.5318E-01 -,5318E-01
9 o9000E.OL -.5342E-91 -.53_2E-91-.5342E-01
10 ,lO00E+O_-_.-__5_.73E-D1 -,5_7_E-01 -_5373E-01
11 o1100E.O_.o54.10E-01 _10_-01 -o5410E-01
e..
13 o1300_.02 =.5517E-_1 -.551,7£-01 -.5517E-01
1_ =1_00£+02 -=559tE-01 -D£591E-O1 -.559t£-01
15 .1500E+02 -.5685E-D1 -.5685E-01 -_5685E-01
16..1600E+02 -,5803E-OZ -.SBO3E-Ol" -.5803E-01
17 ,lTOOE.02-,59_lE-Ol -,5951£-01-.5951E-01
18 ,1800E+02 -o6138E-D1 --_138E-01 -°613SE-01 . ..
19 .190OE.Q2 -o6375E-0"1--,6375£-01 -o6375_-01 •
20 .2800E+02 -.6675E-D1 ",_675E-01 -o6_75Z-01
21 -o2100E+02 -°7056E-01 -°7056K-01 -,7057E-01
22 .2200E.02 -o75_E-01 ".75_E-01 -.75_SE-Ol
23 o2300E.02 -o817ZE-D1 -.8171E-01 -.8172E-01
24 .2_00E+'02 -,8982E-_1 -,8982E-01 -°8983E-01
25 ,2500E.02 -olOO_E.O.O-°IOO_E_O0 -,lO04E.O0. "'-_: "- _-_-"
26 ,2600E.02 -°11_£.00 -°11__E.00 -,11_5E+00
27 .2700E+02 -o1353[+00 -°133_E.00 -_1333E.00
28 o2800E+02 -.1592E.00 -.1592E+00 -°1592E+00
29 =2900E_2 -°19_8E.90 -.1958E_00 -.1558E.00
30 .3000E.02 -°2_99E+00 -°2_99E+00 -.2_OOE+O0
STATION 3 **** Z ****
TZ: 1 2 7, _ 5 6 .7 8 9 l O
" = .1000£*,'01 .2000E+01 .3000E+_l ._O0OE',O1 .5000E+01 ,,60ONE+01 °7000E+31 ._,OOOE+01 .gDOOE+01 .lO00E.02
XY Y
1 ,1{_00_+01 -,25DOlT.DO -,,-^056_+1)(;'-,.17Z7_'+00 -,1_1_r.OO -°113_.-"+00 -,8801--.-01 -,6527F'-01 -,_._82E-01 -°2634E-01 -,,9553E-02
2 .2_007-.01 -.2500="'D0 -.2056£.00 -.17371*60 -.1'-,1P._'"00 -.113_1E'_00 --880.0-r.-01 -.G526E-Ot -.4_81E-Dt -.2632E-01 -.952_tE-02
3 o3000;.01 -,,2500_"_0 -,,20_.6:"+N0.-.1737;+00 -.lal_:'::.OO -.!134-"*00 _-.87.'-3P,7.-01 -o6524E-0[ -,,'_47RF.-,O1 -.2629E-01 -.9_.87E-02
•, ._.DDO'Z+D1 -.2500.-'.+D0 -.?056£.00 -.173"1E.00 -,1_l'3--.+UO -.1134F'+00 -.8797q-01 -,6522E-01 -._.475:-P,1 -o2625E-01 -.9o,41E-02
5 ,5_,01_F.+[:1---.2580__*_0 -.20"-36E',,00 -,,1737E..00 -.lql_::'_.bO --,,11"33E*OO -,_87"35_-01 -.6519£-01 '-.4q72E-81. -,,2621E_'-01 -.938a, E-02
6 ,6OOOZ+O1 -,2500£'_1_0 -,2096.E.+00 -,1737E.00 -,l_ll.'.'-_-"O0 -,1135E+00 -,879Z_t"-O1 -,6516E-01 -,_167E-01 -,2615E-01 -,9312E-02
7 .7000_''01 -,2500F*GO -,2036Z+00 -,1737F'+00 -,.141b£'00 -,1153E+00 -_,8790_-01 -,6,511/'.="-01 -,,_e. 61£-01 -,2607E-D1 -,9223E-02
8 ,_O0{}f+Ol ",2500:=.D0 -,2096E.00 -_1737F_..00 -olb_!6_.00 -,1133;'+00 -*'8786E-01 -,_50&E-Ot "*_,_,5_E-Ol -o2598E-01 -,,9110E-02
? ,,'9£OOE+Ol-,2500_.D0 "-,2696_.00 ",1737_..00 -,I_17":*00 -,1133E+00 -':8781Z-01 -,6._99_-0_. -,_,_'_SE-Ol -,2586E-01 -°8969E-02).0 ,,1000".-.',02 -.2500"4CD -.?056E.+00 -.1737£+00 .-.!417.;'+00 -.3132F+00 -.5776---01 -.6a, 91E-Ot -°4_,3_"_.-0_. -.2572E-01 -.8793F..-02
!.1 .1100".','02 -.2500F.*_:0 -.2096£+00 -.17_7.'+0F, -.1_17E*00 -.1132E'*00 -.87£8E-01 -.6€80E-01 -,4_19E-01 -.255_.£-0.1 -.8571'E-02
L2 ,=12L)0£_,02-,2500F-,_0 -,2U?6E_'O(J.",1737_.00 -,1417T.-00 -,IISIE+O0 -,_875cE-01 -,._'_67E-01 -,4_01£-01 -,2531£-01 -,829e,F-02
L3 ,13_0.-'..02-,2500F"DG -,2096_.DO -,1"/3"3Z.00 -,1%1_'-_','00-.1131_*00 -,8748--01 -.,5_.51£-0].-,,e,379E-01 -,25n2£-01 -,79_6F..-02
L_, °1_,00£+02 -,250D'--''{LD-,2096_+0D -_1736£+00 -,lqI6Z+O0 -,1130E+OO -,,8734--'--[11-,6#e30E-81. -,_.351[-01 -,2°,66_-01 -°7509E-02L5 ,Ir,ooi"+O2 -,2500_.+D0 -,2096i"+00. -,1736Fi+DO ,lqlSZ+OO -,1129E+00 -'-B715Z-OI -,6403 - L ,,4315E-01 -,2_'21E-01 -,6959E-02
16 ,t600E+02 -,2500F-.+DO -,2096F+00 -,1736E+00 -,1_15-"+00 -,1127£+00 -,869"_Z-01 -°6370E-01 -°4271_-01 -,2364E-01 -,6268E-02
L7 °1700F.'+02 -,2500E+00 -,2096E.00 -,1736E+00 -°1414E+00 -,1125E+00 -,8664--_-01 -,6329F-.-01 -°421_='-01 -.,2292E-01 -,5398E-02
L8 ,IPF_DT._2 -,2560F.'_£.0-o3096£'..0D -,1735£.DD -,141ZZ','O0 -,1123r'-+0.0-,,862F_-01 -,,A277;_-DI. -,41_,_.='--01-,22.02E-01 -°e,299E-02
'9 ,lr..OOL'+02-,25DO_L*£.O -°2096£+00 -,17.=.53+D0 -,.!%1!L"-00 -o1120;;+C0 -,8583.--.-01-,G210Z-D[ -,_,05,E-6! -,2DS.8E-01 -,,2911E-02
!0 ,.2000Z','{_2-,250L_".:+DO-,?U'_6_'_OC -.,1734Z+0{) -,14D'_e":',Ob-,!I17"'*D(_ -,8525_.-'D! -,_1261-01 -,3n4(}E'-01 -,1543E-01 -,i150E-02
_.I ,2]O[.t+C:-'-,.."5{_0_-,[:0-,?[;-'-36_/+,]r..'-.17 K4?+P,O-.1407-'.0_ -o!112"-'-00 -,F;._51_-61 -,,601="".'-01-,37'-:6"."-01-,,175S_-01 ,I091E-02).2 .22_0-+02 -.25005'_C0 -.2096,:''00 -.!7331"_,"00 -,140_,"+(]0 -.11(,7"-'+00 -.8357-'.-[:1 -.._63_-01.. -,,"!611E-D1 -.1522E-01 .395°,E-02
{3 ,2.xOOZ,'O? -,2500FT','OO-,20_6L_-,-DO-,1731i:."00 -,.lqO0£+O0 --IO""_F.*O0 -,B237E-01 -,5707E-01 "°337qE-01 -,1220E-01 ,7633E-02
!e, ,2_00_+02 -,25DOE"DO -,2097T.+00 -,!7_OF..+O0 -,.1396E'-00 -,lO:.._9;T+OO-,8081:q.-01 -,5_80_-01 -&3066E-01 -,8275E-02 °12_0E-01
_.5 .2=_bOY.DZ -.25D0;."-5C -,,2C97L_+Dt, -.172:_,E+DO -.13_'?..;...',-01_ -.lO._!-+OO -.7_76--_I -.51.P,,'5£-01 -.2_65£-01 -,3152E-02 °1862£-01
!6 ,2_:.O0:T+[';_-.2500:-*[_0 -.;.[::_7;.+':f'-.!775i!+0') -.,13_1"1,L.O -.I/).-30:'.,-00,7606--C1 -,._.7-30"-Q].-,2134|'-I;1 ,3622F.-02 °2685E-01
;7 ,.?_700E.02--2500=i'5;.:--2{.__?.=;_':_.':-.17.;.":!,'0,)-.!._/'O-"UC -,lO3,._'_OD -, 72_._--.-91-,a2_',3"'-01-,1_.2.0F-01 ,1273E-01 ,3791E-01
!8 ,2_D£"",[.J-,._50(:''E'C-._'.:_:;;+n.t-,1717.-.,.00 -,1354<+b0 -,IO_J7T-OU -,,6745-_.-01-,553_.:.'-0t-,_3.'27;---02 ,252q£-01 ,5310E-01
._') ,2_00L+[2 ".2500_'G6 -.?_'_5-.[IL --! llO--.OO --IL_P_I+bO -._(_-_T-01 -.6040--0L -,2511E-Of ,8482E-G2 ,q294EL'OI " ,7_61E-01$0 ,3£00_+02 -,2500: *tO -=:;IOD_..DL -,l/OOi_',OD -,IZOO-+O0 -,P9_.7-[-01 -._9n7Z-Ol -,9950£-0 _. ,2999[-Ol ,SglIF-OI o1064£w,00
iz= 11 12 13 15 16 iY " 19 20
? = .llOOE*02 .1200E+02 .1300Z*02 .1_00[_02 41500E+02 .160_E+02 .1700[.92 .1600E+02 .1900E+02 .2000E+02
IY Y
1 .1000[+01 .56_5£-02 .1_50£-01 .3115£-01 .qOqO[-01 ._705E-01 .5106_-01 '52q3E-Ot .5106[-01 .q705E-01 .4040E-01
2 .2000[.01 .5729E-02 .1_5_E-01 .3117E-01 .4044E-01 ._710E-O1 .5!11_-01 ".52_SE-Ot ,5111E-01 ._710E-01 .404_E-01
3 .3000E+01 .5771E-02 .lq58E-01 .312_[-01 .qO5OE-O1 .4716E-01 .5117_-01 .5254E-OL .5117[-01 .4716E-01 .4050E-01
.4000E+0.I .5825E-02...196_E-01 _3131[-01 .4057[-01 .4723[-01 .5125_-01 . .5262E-01 .5125E-01 ._723£-01 .4057[-01
5 .5000E.01 .5891E-02 .1972E-01 .3139_-01 .4066E-01 .4732E-01 .513_T-01 .5271E-01 .5134E-01 ._732[-01 .4066E-01
6 .6000£+01 .5975E-02 .1981E-01 .3150£-01 .4077E-01 ._Tq4E-Ol .5146E-01 .5283E-01 .5146E-01 ._7q4E-01 .4077E-01
7 .7000E+01 .6080[-02 .1993E-01 .3162E-01 .4091E-01 .4758E-01 .5161E-01 .5299E-01 .5161E-01 ._758E-01 ._091E-01
8 .8000[.01 .6211E-02 .2008E-01 .3179E-01 .4_08E-01 .4777E-01 ;51BOE-OI .5318E-01 ,5180E-01 ._777£-01 .4108E-01
9 ._O00E+01 .6_75E-02 .2026[-01. _31qgZ-Ol .4130E-01 ._800E-01 .5203_-01 .53_iE-01 .5203E-01 .q80OE-01 .4130E-81
'10" .IOOOE*02 _6581E-02 .2050E-01 .3224£-01 .4157E-01 .4828[-01 .523_Z-01 .5371E-01 .5236E-01 .4828E-01 .4157E-01
II .1100E+02 .6839Z-02 ._079E-01 .3256E-01 .4191Z-01 ._8_4E-01 .5270_-01 .5408E-0_ .5270_-01 ._86_E-01 .qlglE-Ol
12 .1200E+02 .7163[-02 .2115E-01 .3296E-01 ._234E-01 .49_9E-01 .5316_-01 .5455E-01 .5316E-0! ._909E-01 ._23_E-01
13 .1300E+02 .7569[-02 .2161E-01 .3346E-01 ._28RE-01 ._965E-01 .5374E-01 .5514E-01 .537_E_01 •.q965E-Ol ._288E-01
14 .1400£+02 .8078E-02 .2218Z-01 .3409[-0! .4356E-01 .5036E-01 .5q_TZ-Ol .5587E-01 .5_7E-01 .5036E-01 ._356E-01
15 .1500E.02 .8715E-02 .2290E-01 .3q88E-DI .q440E-01 .5125E-01 .553gZ-01 .5680Z-01 -553_E-01 .5125E-01 ._40E-01
16 .1600E+02 .9525E-02 .2381E-01' _-ZSGB[-Ol ._547E-01 .5237£-01 _5654_-01 .57_6.E-01 .5654E-01 .5237E-01. .45_7E-01
17 .1700E+02 .I054Z-01 .2495E-01 o3713E-01 .4681[-01 .5378E-01 .5799_-01 .5543E-01 .5799F-01 .5378E-01 .4681E-01
18 ,1800E+02 ,IId2[-01 ,26q0£-01 .3871E-01 ,4851E-01 ,5556E-01 ,59_2E-01 .6128E-01 .5982E-01 .5556E-01 ,4851E-01
_9 ,I_00[+02 ,15_E-01 .2622[-01 ,4071£-01 .5065E-01 ,5781E-01 &6214_-01 ,6361E-01 ,621_E-DI ,5781[-01 ,5065[-01
20 ,2000E+02 .1549E-01 .3053E-01 .4325_-01 .5337E-01 ,6067E-01 .6508_-01 ,6658E-01 ,6508E-01 ,6067E-01 ,5337E-01
21 .2100£.02 ,1811E-01 ,_3_7E-01 ,4648£-01 ,5683E-01 ,6_30E-01 ,68_2K-01 ,7035E-0L ,6882E-01 .6430E-01 ,5683E-01
22 °2200[.02 .21_5E-01 .7723E-01 .5060E-01 .6125[-01 ,6894E-01 .7359Z-01 .7517E-01 .7359£-01 .689_£-01 ,6125E-01
23 .2300£.02 ,257q[-01 .4206E-01 .5590E-01 .6693E-01 .7490E-01 .7973E-01 .8137E-01 .7973E-01 .7490E-01 .6693E-01
24 .2_00E.02 ,3129[-01 ,_832E-01 .6276[-0! .7_28E-01 ,£262E-01 8767_-01 .9939E-0[ .8767E-01 .8262E-01 ,7428E-01
25 .2500E.02 .385_E-01 .5648E-01 _7172Z-01 .a388E-Ol .g270E-OI _980-_..-01 .9986E-0[ .9805E-01 ,9270E-01 ,8388E-01
26 .2600E+02 ,481_E-DI .6729E-01 o8357E-01 .9658E-01 ,I060£+00 ,iiI_00 ,I137E+03 ,II18E.00 ,1060E+00 ,9658E-01
27 .2700E+02 .610_E-01 ._181E?01 .9549E-01 .1137E.00 .1240E+00 .1302_+00 o1323E.00 .1302E+00 .12_0E+00 .I137E.00
28 ,2800E+02 .787_E-01 .1018E.00 .1214E+00 .137iE+00 .1486E+00 .1556E.00 ,1579E+00 ,1556E+00 .1486E+00 .1371E+00
29 ,2_00E+02 ,1038E*00 .1300E.00 ,1523E.D0 .1703£.00 .!834E.00 ,1915[+00 oI_41E.O0 .1915E+00 ,183_E+00 ,1703E.00
30 .3000E*02 .1_09E.00 .1717E.00 _1_81E.00 .2194E+00 .23_9E+00 ;24_5Z+00 .2477E+0) ,24_5E+00 ,23_9E.00 ,219_E.00
IZ= 21 22 25 24 25 2_" 27 28 29 30Z = .2100E.02 .2200E*02 .2300E+02 o2qOOE+02 .2500E+02 .260_[+02" .2700E+32 .2800E*02 .2900E.02 .3000E+02
IY Y
1 .IO00E+OI .3115E-91 .1950E-01 .5695E-02 -.9553E-02 -.263_E-01 -.4qB2Z-01 -.6527E-01 -.8801E-01 -.113_E+00 -.1418E+00
2 .2DOOE.OI .31_9E-01 .1954£-01 .572qE-02 -.9524E-02 -.2632E-01 -.4481E-01 -.6526E-01 -.8800_-01 -.1134E+00 -.1418E+00
3 .3000E.+01 _312_E-DI .1958E-01 .57711-02 -.gq87E-02 -.2629E-01 -.4478_-01 -.6524E-0[ -.8798E-01 -.II3A[+O0 -.1418E.00
4 ,4000E.01 &3131E-D1 ,196_E-01 .5825E-02 -.9441[-02 -.2625E-01 -_q_75E-Ol -.6522E-01 -.8797E-01 -.I134E.00 -.1_18E.00
5 ,50pOE+Of .[139E-D1 .1972E-01 ,5891Z-02 -.9384E-02 -.2621K-01 -,4472_-01 -,6519E-01 -.8795E-01 -,i133£.00 -,1418E.00
6 ,6000E.'OI .3150E-01 .1981E-01 .5975E-02 -.9512E-02 -.2615E-01 -%_67Zn01 -.6516E-0_ -.8795[-01 -,I133[.00 -.I_18E+00
7 ,7000E+01 .3162E-91 .1993E-01 o6080E-02 -.9223E-02 -.2607E-01 -,_461_-01 -.&511E-Oi -.8790E-01 -.1133E+00 -.1418E.00
8 ,8000E+OI ,3179E-DI .2008E-OI.6211E-02 -,9/IOE-02 -.2598E-01 -._54E-01 -,6506E-01 -.8786E-01 -.1133E.00 -.1418E+00
9 ,9000E.01 ,3199E-DI ,2026E-01 ,6375[-02 -,8969E-02 -,2586E-01 -&4445_-01 -,6499E-01 -,8781E-01 -,II_3E*O0 -,1417E.00
I0 .I000[_02 ,322_£-01 .2050E-01 _6581E-02 -.8793E-02 -.2572£-01 -4_433_-01 -,G_9_E-OL -.8776E-01 -,I132E.00 -.1417E.00
11 ,II00E.02 ,3256E-01 ,2079E-01 ,6839E-02 -,8571[-02 -,2554E-01 -.4419E-01 -,6480E-01 -.8768E-01 -.1132E+00 -.1417E.00
12 ,1200£.02 .3296E-01 .2115E-01 .7163E-02 -.829_E-02 -,2531E-01 -14401E-01 -.6_67E-01 -&8759E-OI -.1131E+00 -,1417E.00
13 ,1300E.02 .33_6E-01 .2161E-01 .7569£-02 -.79_6E-02 -,2502E-01 -._379E-01 -,6_51E-01 -.8748E-01 -.1131E.00 -,1416E.00
14 ,1400E.02 .3409E-01 .2218E-01 .8078E-02 -,7509E-02 -.2q66E-Ol -.4351E-01 -,6_30E-0L -,8734[-01 -,1130E.00 -,1416E.00
15 ,1500E*02 .3488[-DI .2290£-01 .8719E-02-,6959E-02 -.2421E-01 -,4315E-01 -,6_03E-01 -,8715E-01 -,1129E.00 -,I_15E.00
16 ,1600E.02 &358BE-01 .2381E-01 .9525E-02 -.6268E-02 -.236qE-01 -;4271Z-01 --6370E-01 -.8G96E-01 -.1127E*00 -,1415E.00
17 ,1700E+02 .3713E-01 .2495E-01 .I054E-DI -,5398E-02 -.2292£-01-&4214_-01 --6329E-0L -,8664E-01 -,I125E.08 -,I_14E.00
18 ,1_00E.02 .31_71E-01 .2640E-01 .1182E-01 -._299E-02 -.2202E-01 -.4144[-01 -.6277E-0[ -.8628E-01 -.I123E.00 -.1413E.00
19 .1900E+02 .4071£-01 .2822E-01 ,13_4E-DI -.2911[-02 -,2088E-01 -44054E-01 -.&210E-01 -._585E-01 -.1120E.00 -,I_IIE.O0
20 .2DDOE+D2 .4325E-01 ,_003£-01 .1549E-01 -,I150E-02 -.19_3E-01 -,5940[-DI -,6126E-D[ -,8525E-DI -,1117E+00 -,1409E.00
21 .2100[.02 ,4648£-01 ,_3_7E-01 .1811E-D1 .I091E-02 -.1758E-01 -_3796E-01 -.6019E-0[ -.8_51E-01 -,1112E+00 -,1407E.00
22 ,2200E.02 .5060[-01 .3723£-01 .2145E-01 ,3954[-02 -.1522£-01 -.3611_-01 -,5883[-0[ -,8357[-01 -,1107E.00 -,140_E.00
23 .2300[.02 ,5590E-01 .4206E-0! ,2574E-01 .7633E-02 -,1220[-01 -.3374_-01 -o5707E-01 -.8237[-01 -.I099E.00 -,I_00[.00
24 ,2_00E.02 ,6276[-01 ,4832E-01 ,_129E-01 .12_0[-01 -,8275E-02 -&306_-01 -,5480E-01 -,8081E-01 -,IO&gE+00 -,1396E+00
25 ,2500E,02 &7172[-01 ,_6_8E-01 ,_854[-01 ,1862E-01 -,3152E-02 -,2665E-01 -.5183E-01 -&7876E-Of -,1077E.00 -,1389[.00
26 ,2600E.02 ,8357E'-01 ,6729[_01 ,_81qE-01 ,2685E-01 .3622E-02 -&2134E-Of -.q790E-O[ -.7606[-01 -,1060E+00 -,1381E+D0
27 ,2700E.02 .99_9E-01 .8181E-01 .610_E-01 o3791E-01 .1273[-01 -&1420_-01 -,4263E-01 -,72_4E-01 -,I038E.00 -,1370E+00
28 ,2_00E.02 .121_E+00 .IOISE.DD .7876E-01 .5510E-01 ,2524E-01 -,_397E-02 -,5538E-0_ -,67_5E-01 -,1007E+00 -,135_E.00
29 ,2_00E.02 .1523E+00 ,1300£.00 ,1038E+00 ,7461E-DI ,4294E-01 ,9482[-02 -,2511E-Or -.60qOE-Ol -,9639£-01 -.1332E.00
30 .3000E.02 ,198_£+00 .1717E.00 alqO9E.O0 .106qE+O0 ,6911E-01 ;2999E-01 -,9950E-07 -,_997E-01 -,8997E-01 -.1300E.O0
, b
Z : -3100E+U2 .32UOE_02 .3300E+02
1 ,IO00Z_O1 -.1737E400 -,20_6£+00 -.2UOOZ+O0
2 ,2000_.01 --1737£+00 -,20_6_00 -.2500E+00
5 ,'3000E*O1 -o1737_.00 -,?0_6_+00 -.2500E+00
4 o_OOOE.OI -.1737K+00 -o2096E.00 -.2500_+00
5 o5000E+01 -.1737E+00 -.2096_+00 -.2500_+00
6 ,6000E+O1 -,1737E+00 -,2096E+00 -o2500E+00
7 ,7000E+01 -,1737E+00 -,2096E.00 -.2500E.00
8 ,8C00E.01 -.1737E+00 -,2096Z#00 -J2500E+O0
9 .9000E.01 -.1737E+00 -,2096E._0 -.2500E+00
10 o1000E+02 -.1737E+00 -.2096E+00 -.2500E.00
tl .llOOE.02 -,1737(+00 -o2096E+00 -o2500E+00
12 ,1200E+02 -ol?_7E.O0 -_2096E+00 -.2500E+00
13 o1300E+02 -o1736E+00 -,2096E+00 -o2500E+00
14 ,1400E+02 -o1738E.00 -,2096E+00 -o2500E.00
.15 ,1500E+02 -.1736E+00 -,2096E+Ofl -.2500E+00
16 ,1600E+02 -.1736E+00 "o2096E+00 -_2500E+00
17 ,1700E+02 -,173BE+00 -,209_E+00 -.2500E+00
1@ o1.800E+02 -,17_5E+00 -o2096E.00 -.2500E+00
19 ,1900E+_2 -o1735E.00 -o209_E.00 -o2500E+00
20 ' .2000E.02 -o17'_4E+OB -,209_E.00 -.2500E.00
21 ",2100E+02 -,173_E+00 -,2096E+00 -o2500E+00
22 .2200E+02 -.17_3E+00 -o2096E+00 -.2500E+00
23 ,2300E+02 -,.1731E+00 -,2096E+00 -.2500E+00
2_ ,2400E.O2--o.l_30E+OO -,209"7E+00 -.250DE+O0 ......... ...............
25 .2500E+02 -o1728Z.00 -.2097E+00 -.2500E+00
26 .2600E+02 -.,1725E+00 -.2097E+00 -o2500E+00
27 .27DOE+02 -oI722E.DO -.2097E.00 -,2500E+00
_8 ,2_00E.02 -.1717E.DQ -.2098_+00 -_2500£+00
'29 o2_00E+02 -.1710E+DO -.2099E.00 -.2500E+00
30 o3000E.02 -.17.00E+O0 -o2100E+00 -.2500E+00
V_',.uCiTY VECIOR _IISPLAY_:'O IN CAFT.:ZSIAN CO[:RDIF,'AIES
STAT.ION 3 **** U-VEL **** "
TZ= I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .q i0
? = .lO00t +O1 _2UD-O_-'+01 .30 DO'=.'*O1 ,_OOO'-.O I ,.%'300E*Ol ,6000F.OI ,7000E+31 ,BOOOE+{]l ,99 OOF...0$ ,IOOOE.02
IY Y
I ,IEt!O_..Ol ,7P,4_!--11 ,O -0 ,0 ,0 _O °O ,0 ,0 ,0
2 °2000F_+01 ,5_;5_i-D1 •5.."__',2!'_-OI ,5_72E-01 ,59_6_i-01 -_._23£-01 ,5L:,_2'Z--O1 _5779 _.-Ot -5681E-01 ,5750E-01 ,587b_E-01
3 ,3000Z+01 ,1C23= "r'O ,1_'23C+00 "','1025-_-_,00_1051_.+00 ,10_€1T7+00 ,1033"-+00 ,I029..'-.+03,I016_+{_0 ,i005£+00 ,9961E-01
4 °4000-'*01 ,14 l"V"',O ,]"Ilo-_'+OD.•]_19-'".00 °1451F..00 ,1_b,_+E'+O0 •Ib,3?T.O0 ,1471_r.00 ,1413E._0 °13B6_+00 ,1361E.00
5 ,SDfJOE+GI ,l_:D3;._-CI_ ,%_'L.3L__L. .1803;+D0 ,1S57E+00 ,1%55_+00 ,lP.17----.O O ,1[_01.-'_+0_ ,1791F.00 ,1761E.00 ,1722E+00
6 ,l-.I_O0.=.O1 .22.[!:;_i_{'-'C •_':;'DIL .0(. ,2201_-.05 •223_.1-.+00 ,.2255E+00 .2214"_-'+00 ,QI'_,'?.?.03 ,2177E+00 ,21@1E+00 ,2097E+00
7 ,7t:OOE¢Ol .;;._.:'_.r+{_O,fA=7L*_.[; .2,'-27E.00 ,2E,_..SfT.l]O,265qE.00 °2635_-.00 ,2GIO_.Z+OD ,2587E.Orl ,25_E.00 .,2496£+0D
8 oSeOOET+Ol .50_:3"-', I_0 • E0_:.:.=:-+_0 • 30Pl-"- .G 0 • 310 i';=-.. OO • 3112 E'"O0 _,3 GL=5"-.+0 O °3057_.03 $3026,'+09 .297,F.,Z" O0 .2925E.00
9 *gOOOE+O] .3_,e:,6r"+D0 ,35bbL.+OO .35G3_.60 ,355_;Z+00 ,3593_+00 °35.':,_-._+00 ,3531E.0_} ,3t+95_'+O0 •3_€_,2E.O 0 o3386E+00
i0 •1DO O.'-'.02 •406_:f.'.O0 _ (:6/C..OL: ,4066E.00 ,40L(_F_-_OO °_095:'..O0 °4(%_7"T.00 °4030 _.(l_) ,3989E+00 ,3929E.OG ,3873E.00
_ . , _.,.....+DO -4603E.00 •_,577_+00 4540_+00 .4a,95F"+OD •_+_,31_.00 b,375E¢O 011 ,1300_.02 ,a57!."+00 ,4" ;'L;:"+(b ,4576Z+00 z=_r._" , . ,
12 ,12OOE+O2 °5['_3'_-.-_G0 ,_:i__:..h['. ,50I)OE+DO •bOS ('_.'O0 ,5104E+OD ,50BO_.*O0 ,5045_..0D ,4999E+00 ,4934E.OO °_8"/TE.DO
13 ,1300F'.02 ,55t",7.0O •5f,6L_-+P.'_. o55&2F...OO °5574Z+00 ,._582_+0G •5_:_2"-.OO °5529"_.03 ,5e,84E+OO ,5420E.00 ,5363£.00
14 •1"4O0."-*02 o6"011E.50 •r:-U10E+(Ii" ,60oF,r-o 0 ,6017E+O0 ,602Z.c+OO " ,6007r+00 ,5978_.03 ,5937E +OO ,5876E+00 ,5819E.00
15 °1500_'.02 °6413_-_.IZ.0 °_"aI2':'.+06 o6_10E+00 ,6417=+00 .6421_+00 ,64C_"*00 °.G3_4E+O 3 ,6347_+00 ,6290_'.00 ,623b,E+O 0
16 •160OK+D2 •67G_;T*._0 ,__t.7;-".:]{b •£.7_:6E'+00 .67-107+(_0 •£773.:'+OO •£7."-,3_.*G0 ,6744E+03 ,6711E'-0C • °6657E.00 ,6604E+00
17 °1700Z+02 .70_'O.:-_£0 ."/{Jt'.O_+0t; ,7076:E.00 ,70z._1:_.OO ,7OP_3E.O0 ,7076:_00 o70_:,0F.+OO ,7O30F+DO ,6591E+OO ,6930E+00
1_ oIFOOE+02 •735_,L'+£'0 ,_35_ .T._:;'. ,735_,E.OG ,7357;'-0C °7358__T+00 ,735._--'*O0 ,73_0__+0_) ,7314E+00 o726BZ+00 ,7218E+00
1-'9 ,ZqOOF-62 ,7_._,I0"".00 o7._IO:.+DC °7 _D.F_T+O 0 °76OgLe+DO •7(_0.qF;+00 °7C,D5- .O0 °75c.b,_+03 ,7571_DD ,7527=_+00 ,7_79F'.OD
20 ,2(_'00E+0_: ,7_;4_L._I]O ,7:,i_:_;+A{ .7_45Z+OC °7845_ +GD .711_5_+00 _7_q 2-"_OO °7f_31T.+O3 ,780_':_.DO ,7765'=".00 ,7719E+00
...... L I'0.°.3t'_+00 80"._I--00 °P.0P.O_.'+03 °8055r'+00 ,€OO'3.F+O021 °2100E_0? ._055._+£"0 _t"a,'+G{ .L U":3E.OC ,60_'="+00 . • " ,7960E+00
22 .2200_.02 ._ 37G.,(.,OU . _::=76L-(IC ° _ 37EtT..O0 ,,8375 _'"-GO °,r','."76 E'_00 ° 837 _{"-." ('IC .8363_.n] ,,8335E+OP .'_2_4Z+00 ,,8227E+00
23 ,2700ii-3-_ .','_.'6;.'56•f"_;6-'+);: -8 _=L:.E-.[.'L •_-_."_";-.{-'? •_6 "_7ET+O0 "-q6"_'5_"_0 ,96_!_+g.O 3 ,865_E .(%0 ,.P5_._EL-.00 °8534_+00
24 ,2400r +O2 ,S3'31"*F.'G ,uf._;1c.""l0 ._O_:,C_+ DL; -c.OGIF _Cl] ._;063E+00 ,gC6.'."".C;0 °3051--..03 ,9.qI.qE+f;O ,_957E+DO ,8885E.00
25 •2._.0(..;:"D2 °-_+CG.."[.G °r';:.5_+b[- •:_4_:_5-."l'_C •_:/r+ {aO ._'_,3_.OG ,9455"-00 ,74._.8".03 °042foE+CO °3361F.00 ,928_E+00
26 ,2e"00;'..':2,c'.'.24r+I_0,(+2_Z+::(. .'_26;;'01_. ,_t;3C:-+OO ,g&36_Z+DG ,91j4]-+OG °r_£'4O=_+O_),9021_+00 o9775E+OD ,9711E.00
27 ,270D ".0-'- .I!31",G1 ,]].!t':"_:1 ,IIP]IC.OI .111B!+01 -1100E.01 •1OF.'.7"-"(T'I ,i074r:+01 °IOGIZ.GI ,1D4_F+Ol ,1038E.01
2R ,2_O['_.;.O2 •Ill(<i"".CI ,!115: +.':! •]lf'7'L+01 •i0_:7:"+01 ,I0!_7F+01 ,1075-'.+O! ,i063_.01. o105D_ +171 ,103 P..*.-.*O1 ,1029E.01
29 °2"bt_F+{_2 .1£_(IL'.-Oi ,]_i":;*_i °I'0.-"2C"t I •I0731"",ill ,lBGqZ'_BI ,I054"-'01 ,I043E.01 °lO32E.+Ol ,I023-+01 °1018E.01
30 °"_[[.:C:+02 ,ih_,_::-{'.] •]I:,i.O_:+!_I ,1_'.54:.CI .,10_.-.G1 •Ir..'3_Z. 01 .1C.2_"r+_l ,I021_.0]. •1C15".-.•{?.1 ,I010_'-01 .IO06E.01
•;z3 iz .... _2 .... i3 .... 1_ _--5- ._ _7- --IE " _9 2 0.
Z = ,1.100E+U2 o1200F.02 o1300E'+02 _l_OOE.02 ,1500E+02 ,160_E.02 ,1700E.02 ,1800E.02 o1900E+02 o2000E+02
IY Y
1 _1000[*0$ ,0 .0 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
2 .20DOE+01 -5405E-DI" .6t_0£-01 .6_20E-01 .5_35E-01 o_511E-01 .6532_-01 .G_6OE-01 .5963E-01 .620_E-01 .5715E-01
3 o3000E+01 .9138E-01 .1079E+OO .1155E+00 .11_5E+00 -11_8E+00 .11_5E+00 o1145E+OD .I039E.00 .lOiSE+O0 .895_E-01
•_O00E.Ol .125_E+00 .14_6E+DO .1586E+00 .162tiE+DO .I65BE+OO .1617Z+00 .1566EeOD .1_71E.00 .1375E.00 .1215E+00
5 o5000E+01 .1609E+DO .1_41£+00 .2006_+00 .2039_+D0 .20B_F+O0 &2036_.00 .19A6E.OD _18_9E+00 1723E.00 .1546E+00
6 _6'000E_01 o19B3E.DO .?244E+00 .2_40_+00 o2462E+00 .2505_+00 .2442_+00 o23AQ_.OD _2239E_00 :2087E+00 o1890E+00
7 .7000E+03 .2386E+DO .267_E.00 .2BB7E+O0 .2898E.00 .2937E+DO _2864E+00 .2777E+03 .2640E+00 o2_70E+00 .2265E.00
8 .80ODE+01 o2823E+DO .3135&.00 .3_55E+OO .3355E*OD .3392E+00 .3304E+00 .3217E+OD .3071E.00 .2892E+00 .2681E+00
9 .9000E.01 .3293E+DO ._621E+OO .3840E+00 .3831E+00 .3869E+00 .3773Z+00 .3688E+00 .3539E+00 .3356E_00 .3142E.00
i0 .lO00E_02 .3790Z_00 ._12_&+00 .4334E+00" *_323E.00 ._358E+00 $4266_+00 .4183E+03 .4039E+00 .3859E.00 .36_8E.00
ll *1100E._2 ._302E*00 ._631Z+00 q_24E+O0 ._81_E+00 o4851E+00 .4767Z+00 .4691E.00 ._558E+00 ._387E+00 o418.9E+00
12 .1200E'02 ..4_13E+00 .512_E+00 5296E.00 .5294E+00 .5331E+00 .5261E+00 .5196E.OD o5079E._0 ._926E.00 ".4748E+00
13 .1300E+02 .5307£_D0 .55BSE+O0 573_E+00 *57_7E+00 .57_4E.00 .5732E.00 .56GIE+O0 ,558_E.00 .5_5_E+00 .5302E+00
1_ .1_00E.02 .5771E*_0 .6OI_E.OD 6140_+D0 .6163E+00 =_139E+00 .6166_+D0 .6129E.0_ =605_E+00 .5950E+00. .5826E.DD
15 .1500E.02 .6193F.C0 .639_E+00 6500Z.00 .6534E.00 -6569E*00 .6553_+00 °6530£+09 .6475E.00 °6397[.00 .6300E+00
16 .l_OOE_O2 o656bE+DO .6733E+00 G_I_E.O0 .&860E+O0 .68_5_+00 o6892E.00 o6881E.03 .68_3E+00 .6787E+00 .6716E+00
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23 .2_00E+02 .1750_+D0 .1675E+00 .1982E+00 ,2047£+0D ,2050E+00 ,1981_+00 ",IS_IZ+O8 .1600E+O0 ,1295E+00 ,9220E-01
24 .2_00£+02 .1797£_00 o1_g2E.OO .I_73E+00 .2017_0D .2007E+00 .1933E+00 .1784E+00. .1565E+_0 o127_E+00 .9231E-01
25" .2500E+_2 .1_41_*00 .1513E.DO .1977_.00 .2010!-*00 .1995E+00 .1919_+00 .1777E+03 _1565E+00 .1291E+00 .9595E-01
26 .2600E+02" .1891_+GU .19qGE+OO .1594E+00 o2012_.0D .198_E+00 .1905_+00 .1768E+0) .157B£+C0 .1323E+00 .1021E+00
27 .27DOE.02 .1931E+00 .]_51E+DO .1558Z+00 .1938F+OD .1886E.DO .1797_+00 .IG67E.03 wI_gGE+DO .12B4E+OO .I033E+00
28 o2800E+02 .18_2E+_0 o1_5g_+00 .1812E+00 .1755E+00 .16BOE+O0 .1586_+00 .1469E.OD .1326E.00 .1157E+00 .gG2#E-01
29 .2gOOE+02 .17.15E'DO .l_q7E+OO .1565E.00 .1462E+00 .1396E+00" ,1309E.00 .1215E.OD .ll07E+OO .98_6E-DI .8509E-01
30 o3000Z+02 " o1_58_+00 .lq58E+O0 .lZ49E+OO .1261_+00 .I181E*00 .II06_+00 .I030E.O0 .9_46E-01 .6_&OE-01 .7496E-01
• ,IZ= 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
2 = 2100_'02 .2200_'02 .2300E.02 .2qDOE+D2 2500E.02 .2_0_E+02 .2700_+02 .2800E+02 .2gOOE+02 .3000E+02
IY Y
1 .1000E.'01 .3_3E-£4 .216_Z-03 .1394Z-03 .qSBTE-O_ .1039E-04 .1043_-05 .5676E-07 -,2339E-OB -.&197E-Og -o2739E-10
2 .20ODE+G1 -.6997E-O2 -.72_K-02 -.7.7_c.-0_ -.SGS&E-02 -.9008E-02 -.9303_-02 -.9189Z-07 -.910_E-02 -.gO6_E-02 -.9055E-02
• -o14_ -C. -_15057-01 -o15G3_-01 -oZ54FZ-Ot -.1561E-01 - 1536E-01 .1533E-013 3000E.01 -.ln&OK-£Z -.!170L-01 -o1238E-01 ==:- ' • -
4 .4DDDE+01 -.!161ET-£1 -.1_3_K-01 -.I_?_E-D1 -.15U2_-01 -.2014Z-01 -.20.91_-01 -.2084E-Or -.2062E-01 -o2077_-01 -.20GgE-01
5 .5000E+01 -o1092;-DI -._611E-01 -.18_7E-01 -o23Z_E-01 -.252D_-01 -.2607_-01 -.260_E-01 -.2614Z-01 -.2GO_E-01 -.2592E-DI
6 oGCOOK-Ol -o_G53;.-_2 -.!715L-01 -.21_0_-01 -o2713F-01 -._DS_F-01 -o3156_-01 -.5167Z-01 -.318DE-01 -.3173_-D1 -.3147E-01
• -.378..-01 -.3806E-01 -.37_9Z-01 -.3763E-017 7000E.01 -.497_-C2 -.17711-01 -.251_.-01 -.3261E-G! -.3_53£-01 -.3767_-01 _=_
.80DOE+D1 -.II_6Z-D3 -.1_03_-U1 -o2_]2E-DI -.381LE-01 -.4322E-01 -.#45_-01 -._TE-Ol -.4509E-01 -._SD1_-DI -.4455E-01
9 .gOOOE-Ol .or.===-_2=. .." r° -.I_31_;-01_ -o329_£-0L -.4445E-01 -.505_E-01 -.5224_-01 -.5266_-01 -.5293E-01 -.5284E-01 -.5232E-01
i0 .I_OOE.02 .118_Z-Ol -.I_?IZ-OI -.37G_E-D1 -.5147_-01 -._G_4E-01 -.60_5_-01 -.6117E-DL -.6147E-01 -.6138E-01 -.6081E-DI
11 .IIDOZ.O2 .i}%35_-_i -o1_2_-_1 -o42!;SE-D] -.5505E-D_ -.G7g7Z~Ol -.Gg55_-Ol -.7014E-01 -.7048F-0] -.7040_-D1 -.6982E-D1
12 1200_*_Z ._ ~.-:.-u_ -._CG3_-Ol -o4t_?4_-01 .G6_-OI -.76227"-01 -.7860_-01 -.Tg30_-Ot -.7966_-01 - 7960_-Di .7903E-01
15 .1_00E+02 .3033b-C1 -.;'_7_.E-01 -.5_g7Z-01 -.7_3_L-01 -.f;a71£-01 -.8735_-01 -._3(_17£-01 -.E857E-_l -.B856E-01 -.8811£-01
14 .140DZ.02 .3536c.-01 -.212_Z-01 -.5_21_-01 -._122_-01 -oC235_-01 -=g544_-01 -.96_9C-0L -og6BSE-01 -.9696E-01 -.9661E-01
15 .I_ODE+O2 .3955E-01 -o213_E-01 -.G18_E-OI -.SGgOE-OI -.9633E-01 -.ID2_+O0 -.1036E.03 -.I043E+00 -oI045E+00 -.10_3E+00
16 .I&OOE.O2 ._279E-01 -.2ObSZ-DI -.G_2_-Ol -.9091_-D1 -.lOgOE+O0 -_I08.1E+DO -.ID97E+DD -.IID5E+DD -.11DgE+DO -.I11DE+DD
17 .1700E+02- .45.13Z-D1 -.1522E-0! -.6493E-01 -.9316E-01 -.1074E+00 -.II24_+00 -.1144E.00 -.1155E+00 -.IIG2E.O0 -.1165E.00
18 =18DOE.02 .466_E-D1 -.]_.89Z-01 -.6393E-01 -._351E-01 -.1091E+00 -.1151_+00 -.117BE+DO -.1194E+00 -o1294E+O0 -.1210E+00
19 .I_OOE.D2 .'I7_OE-C1 -.]376E-01 --_117_-01 -..91_E-01 -.!0_IE.00 -o11G5_+00 -.12DIE+O9 -.1222E+00 -.1236E+00 -.12@6E+00
20 .2000E.02 ._21_-DI -.c663Z-02 -.b6_'.6Z-01 -._52E-01 -.1075E+00 -.1165Z+00 -.1213E+00 -.1242E+00 -.12&1E+O0 -=1276E+00
21 .2!06_*02 ._169_-Ci -.F3_4E-02 -.5121_-01 -._35_K-DI -.104_F+OO -.1155_+00 -.1217E.OD -.125GE+00 -.1283E+00 -.1303E+DO
22 .220DE-G2 ._329E-DI -.602_-03 ;.44f.DS-01 -.772_-01 -.1000_+00 -,1133Z+00 -.1214E+03 -o1266E+00 -.1302E+OO'-.1329E+O0
23 .2_00Z+02 .50_3£-G1 .a741E-02 -o36_.4E-01 -o6947E-01 -.g3g7V-01 -oID97r+O0 -.1200E+00 -,126_E+00 -.1317E+00 -.1354E+00
'24 .2400Z+02 .534bE-D1 .111GE-01 -.2757_-01 -.G016_-01 -.P590E-01 -.ID42E+O0 -.1171E+00 -.1260E+00 -.1324E+00 -.1373E+00
25 .2500E+02 .591_E-51 .!95_E-01 -.1749E-01 -.4898E-01 -.7563E-Ol -.9G25_-0! -.1119E+00 -,1235E.00 -.1319E+00 -.1383E.00
26 .2600_+02 .6520Z-D1 ._114_-01 -;_3q1_-02 -.3537E-01 -.6250E-01 -;8_88_-01 -.1030£+03 -.1172E+00 -.1280E+00 -.1362E+00
27 .2700E.02 .7q_-CI a305E-DI .1126L-01 l_'-'-Ol -.456aF-01 -.69q4"-01 -._967E-OI .IOGIF+O0 -.11_2E+00 .1292E+00
28 .2_ODZ-D2 .74_2E-CI ._013£-_i. o24_;1L-01 -._DI_-03 -.2(.07E-01 -.5"036_-01 -.7245E-_I -.9151E-01 -.1073Z+00 -.1197E.DG
29 o2900_.02 .7057:-D1 ._03E-OI o3_50E-D1 .1742E-0] -._30'?E-02 -o2753Z-01 -.5065E-01 -.7233E-01 -o9150E-01 -.I071E.00
30 o3DODZ+C2 o6530_-01 o_:_42E-01 .4_09E-01 .31_3L-01 .1432E-01 -.8793Z-02 -.3290E-DL -.560BE-01 -.77B_E-01 -.9652E-01
IZ=. 31 .32 • 33
Z = *3100L.02 .3200E*02 -3300E+02
1 ,1000E-01 -.1023E-10 ,_53qE-11 olD92E-03
2 ,2000£.01 -,_802E-02 -,_7_6_-02 -,B675E-02
3 .3000E.OI -,1491E-01 -o1_8_-0] -,lq77E-O1.
4 -4000E.01 -*201BE'D1 -.2015E-01 -,2003E-01
5 °'5DOOE.01 -,25._OE-D1 -,2535E-01 --2522E_01" ""
6 °6000E+01 -°3096E-D1 -o3089E-01 -,3076E-01
7 -7000"E*01 -,3715E-D1 --3708£-01.-,569q£-01
8 o8000E+01 -,4413E-01 --4_05E-01 -*_391_-01
9 o9000E*01 -.51P3E-D1 --_1_4E-01 -oSZ&gE-01"
10 -1000E.02 -*60_6E'D1 -*{G37_-01 -,6021E-01
11 -llOOE.02 -*6955E-01 --6_E-O1 --6_30_-01
12 .1200E.02 -.7_83E-01 -.Tb77E-O1 -.7065E-01
13 .1300E.02 -.8802E-01 -._799_-01 -.8788E-01
1_ ,l_OOE.02 -_668E-D1 -,_6b_-01 -,g&59E-01
15 ,1500E+02 -,IO_5E+DO -,10_6E+00 -,1045E.00
"16 ,160QE+02 -,1113E*DO -,1115E+00 -o1115E.00
17 ,1700E.02 -,1170&*00 -,1173£+00 -,1174E+00
18 .*IPO_E.02 -.121BE+DO -*1222E.00 -.1223_+00 .....19 .1_00E.02 -.1256E+DO -.1262E+00 -_126_+00
20 =2000£.02 -.1289E.00 -.1297E+00 ".1300E.00
21 .2100E+02 -.1320E+DO -.]331E.00 -°1335E+00
22 *2200E+02 -.1351E'00 -'1365E+00 -.1371E+00
23 .2300E.02.-,1381E*0.0 -.1400E*00 -=.1408E.00 .......... _
24 .2400E+02 --1499E*O0 -.1_3_E.00 _.1_46E.00
25 *2500E.02 ".1430E*00 -.1463E.00 -.1478E.00
26 .2600E+02 -.1421E+DO -.1460E.00 -*1480E.00
27 o2700E*02 -.1363E+DO -.1406E.00 -.1429E+00
28 o2800E'02 -*1287E.DO -.13_1E.00 -.1371E+00
29 2900E.02 -.1187E+DO -.12@0E+00 -*IEOOE+O0
3Q _3000E+02 -.1112E.GO -.12(2£+00 _.127_E+00
]Z= "1 2 3 4 5 €. 7 _ 5 10
Z = .1000E'_01 o20DO_T.G1 .ZCbGE.01 ,9000_-01 .5000E.111 ,6NO3E.01 ,7000E+01 ,8000E+01 ,SDOOE+01 ,1000E+02
IY Y
1 ,1000C*01 -o1562E-13 .204BE-03 .4132E-03 .6511_-03 .E504F-03 ,106G_-02 o1286E-02 .151_-02 ,1777E-02 .2047E-02
2 .2000C+G1 .2378_-11 .6q_3E-.03 .12_0E-02 .1873_-02 .2400E-02. o2909_-02 .3401E-02 .3899E-0? .4592_-02 .6099E-02
3 .3_00_01 -.4_bO_-O_ oF3ODZ-03 .17_7_-02 .270_E-U2 .3_76E-02 .4256_-02 . ._981E-02 .5759E-07 .69_6E-.02 .937_E-02
4 ._DGE.Di -.6452_-bb .1G35_-02 .2091E-02 .3139£-D_ .qO70_T-02 .5034E-C2 ._030E-n2. .7085_-0_ .870qE-02 .1191E-01
5 .5009E-G1 -.7_26t-[_ .gb86c-U3 o2_02E-02 .30_3E-02 .4010='-02 _505_E-02 .6202_-0Z .7501E-02 .gq56E-02 .1329E-01
6 .6000C+01 -._67E-06 ._577E-03 o15_7E-02 .R3_7E-02 .]240_-02 .4267_-02 .5473_-02 .6940E-02 ._127E-02 .1340E-01
7 ,7000E_01 -,_667C-Cu .1q46E-03 ,6_43E-03 ,11_2E-02 .177_E-02 .265&E-C2 .3809E-02 ._345E-02 o7657E-02 ,1215E-01
8 .8000E.01 -.1026_-E7 -,_011_-0_ -.62RhE-03 -.59_3E-03 -,hCSD_-03 ,2075_-03 .1187E-07 ,268_E-D? ,h580£-02 ,9460E-D2
9 .9000g-01 -.10£7_-_7 -.]_GU_-02 -.231_L-D2 -.2915£-02 -.3273£-02 -.3070_-02 -,236_-07 --1031E-02 .109_-02 ,5312E-02
10 olC00t.02 -.10_2_-C7 -o;6_-P2 -o_25_-02 -.571_E-b2 -,_7q9_-02 -.706_-02 -o6762£-0_ -.5725E-_2 -,3_50E-02 -,2510E-03
11 .1100_.02 -,1103U-07 -o_F_4_-_2 -.6_]5:-02 -._502S-07 -.1071v-D] -.11_c-'01 -o11_-01 -.1126r-0! -o1002[:-01 -,7119E-02
12 .120D_€02 -.lOb_._-07 -,FZ54_-O_ '-._070g-OZ -o1234_-01 -.!_OGV-OI -.l_6P_-Ol'-.1751E-O1 -o1744E-C1 -.168_E_01 -,1504E-01
L3 .IZU_G? -.IG_2_-C7-o_0£-02 -.II_;BE-BI-,_5_7_-01 -.l_iE-Ol -.21_6E-01 -.2337E-OL -,2_95E-01 -=2_2_E-01 -_2370E-01
14 .laOOL-02 -.1052_-07 -.FlI2_-D2 -.i_h_-Ol -.19317-01 -.237_-DI -.26_6_-01 -._917_u01 -.3053E-01 -.3175_-01 -.3267E-01
15 .1500F+02 -.lOlUK-07 -._355:.-02 -.I_3_E-01 -02251£-01 -.2776Z-01 -.3174R-01 -0346BE-Dr -.3680E-01 -.3911E-01 -._151E-01
16 .I_OOL.D2 -.9562E-O_ -.1[:_4_-01 -.IL33E-01 -.2531E-01 -.312_T-D1 -.3597_-01 -.3D5_E-OI -._249E-01 -.45_2£-01 -._956E-01
17 .170D_*02 -._93G_-G_ -.1132_-01 --I_?7E-D1 -o2763F-GI -._a2_E-Ol -.3951_-Cl -.4376_-01 -.4738_-D1 _.5165Z-01 -.5654E-D1
18 01FDDE.02 -.oPh6Z-b_ -ollbt_-D] -0212nti-01 -o29_-01 -.3A53E-D1 -._232T-DI -._711Z-01 -.513_£-0] -.5Gq2_-01 -.6203E-01
19 .1£00Z.C2 -.75_2L-_ -.]Z_bZ-_I -._217E-01 -.3079E'-01 -._827_-D1 -.q4_Fq-01 -.4rGBE-DI -.5qA_E-DI -.60D5_-01 -.6578E-01
20 02000_I+D2 -oGI!YSE-D_ -.I_7_-DI -.22}.4_-01 -.3177Z-01 -.3952_-01 -.4604T-G1 -05166Z-01 -.5680Z-01 -.6255E-01 -.6786E-01
21' .210bZ*02 -0A3ObL-OU -.12_6_-01 -02Z31E-OI -.32_Z-01 -.,O_7(T-QI -.%726F-01 -.5315E-01 -_5855E-DI -.6_13E-01 -.6831E-01
22 .2200E*C2 -.5911_-DK -.1312d-01 -.23_8_-D1 -033D_E-01 -.412_E-D1 -._828_-D1 -.5444E-Or -.5985E-C1 -.6485E-01 -.6748E-D1
23 .2300E.02 -.5730_-D8 -.].325Z-UI -.2_O_E-01 -.3366_-01 -.4208_-01 -.4933E-01 -.5565E-01 -.61ODE-D1 -.6512E-01 -.6573E-01
24 .2aOOL.bZ -057_I_-0_ -.]33BZ-01 -.2q_3E-01 -.3_31Z-DI -._295_-D1 -.5D5D_-01 -.57D2E-Ol -.62DIE-D1 -.65DIE-D1 -.6389E-D1
25 .2500F_02 -.5_L-_H -..]Zb3t.-01 -.2_-C1 --3511C-01 -.aqO_E-Ol -_5182T-D1 -.58a_E-Ol -.'6_15E-01 -.6515_-01 -.6276E-01
26 .26"0D:;*02 -.615_|_-_ -.]3.Tbr.-D] -.2_60Z-C1 -.3632E_01 -.45_-C1 -.53577-C1 -.60O_F-OI -.6421T-_I -.6567_-C1 -.6343E-01
28 .2100_.02 -.4Cq{_'-_ -.157G,_-Ui -._U[;_C-01 -0_3Dx[-Ol -.5420Y-01 -.6311_-01 -.6969_-01 -.732nE-01 -.7255_-01 -.6799E-01
23 .270_*02 .4_00_.-11 -.1_33L-01 -.3L65g-Ol -.4B46_-bi -._-D1 -.7_23_-01 -.767A_-01 -.8216£-C1 -=TETBE-01 -=7197E-01
3U .3COOL-G2 .3455_-17 -.].£:_6_-01 -.3529E-01 -.5727_-01 -07226{-01 -.8248_-01 -.8756_-01 -o9391£-01 -.8870E-01 -.7925E-01
IZ= 11 12 13 14 15 1_ 17 18 19 20
Z : ,1100E*02 o1200E._02 .1_00_+02 .14DOE.D2 .1500E+02 .I6D_OE+02 .1700E+D2 ,1800E+02 ,1900E+02 .2000E+O_
IY Y
1 olOO_E+01 .2027E-D2 .2225_-02 .2225E-02 01633E-02 °1156_-02 .5673T-03 -°2066E-1g -.3GlOZ-03 -.5121E-0_ -.2994E-03
2 .20DOE.01 ,7390E-02 °]07_E-01 .1_34E-01 o1352£-01 .1289E-01 .1179_-01 .9_50E-07 .7415E-02 °6078E-02 °4198E-02
3 .3000E+01 ,.I144E-_1 .]&_gE-01 .2045E-01 .2123E-01 02055E-01 ,1908E-01 .1663E-01 *134BE-01 ,113.3£-01 .8338E-02
4 ._O00E.Ol .1467E-D1 .2027Z-01 °2q72E-01 ,2589E-D1 .2542E-D1 ,2419_-01 .2232E-01 ,1968E-01 ,1742E-01 ,1423£-01
5 ,5000E+OI ,1639E-01 °21_9E-01 0264_E-01 ,2779_-01 .2819E-D1 &2_OSZ-01 °2770E-OL .2658E-D1 .2512E-01 °22_9E-01
6. ,6000Z+01 .1665Z-DI .21_-01 .25_0Z-01 .275}E-DI .2750_-01 ,3110Z-01 o3324E-OL .3450E-01 .3qTTZ-01 .3335E-01
7 ,TDOOE+01 °1520E-01 .1511iZ-01 .2ZIGE-01 °2540E_01 .2glTE-Ol ,3370Z-D1 .3924E-01 .4378E-01 ,4660E-01 .4705E-01
8 .8"DDOE+01 ,12D2E-D1 .1461E-01 -I_4UE-D1 .2164E-01 .2803E-01 ,3609E-Ol °45q2E-D1 ,5457E-01 ,6075E-01 .6366£-01
9 .9DDDE+OI ,7020E-02 .eO37E-02 ,1175E-01 .1648E-01 .2614E-01 .385D._-01 ,5336E-01 ,6687E-01 ,77DgE-01 ,8301E-D1
i0 ,.IOOOE+02. ,2491E-03 -.3741_-03 .3_35E-02 o1024E-01 .237_E-01 ",_I06E-01 .6149E-01 ,8042E-D1 .9522E-01 -I046E.00
11 .1100E.02 -,81_9E-02 -.1031Z-D1 -°57£7_-02 ,3298E-02 .2104F-01 ,q376E-01 .700_E-Ot ",9470E-01. ,II_4E.DO ,1.275E+00
12 ,1200E.+02 -,178_E-D1 -.21_1£-01 -.1_77E-01 -,3777E-02 °1843E-01 ,'4659_-01 ,7869E-OL ,lO9OE+OO ,133:7E.00 -1507E.OD
13 ,1300E.D2 -,2852E-01 -._255£-01 -.2560E-01 -,lO5gE-01 .160_E-01 .495DE-01 ,8697E-Or -1226E+00 .1519E.00 -1726E+00
14 ,1_00E+02 -,3911E-01 -°a_OE-01 -,3462E-01 .-,1630£-01 .1452E-01 ,5235E-01..=q_4E-OL ,1345E.0.0 ,1679E+DO o1919£+00
15 ,1500E+02 -._9_3E-01 -°5305E-01 -.4201E-01 -.2058E-01 ,]353E-DI ,5515_-01-_.I.O07E+D_ 'I_IE.OO ,1806E.O_ .2073E+DO
16 °1600E.02 -&5e_9_-01 -.6065_-0_-' -.4710_-01-°2251E-01 .15_lE-D1 .5786_-01 .1055E+0] °1509E+00 .1894E+00 .2179E+OO
17 .1700E.02 -.6566E-01 -._566_-01 -.4950L-01 -,2509E-01 °1527F-01 .604_E-01 .i087_+03 ,1547E.00 ,1939E.00 ".2233E+00
18 ,1800E.02 -,7048E-£1 -°_775E-01 -°4520E-01 -o2119E-01 .1774_-01 .6274_-01 °110_E.Og °1557E.00 .19_5E+00 .2238E+00
19 ,1900E+02 -,_271E-DI -._713L-01 -.4647E-01 -°1767E-0} .2095E-01 ,6466"E-01 .II05E.OD .15_1E.OO ,1915E+00 .2200E+00
20 .2000E+02 --725_E-01 -._416E-01 -.41_iE-Ol -,1302E-01 ._440£-01 ,6£09_-01 ,1094E+D) .1504E.00 °1857E.00 .2128"E+00
21 .2100E.02 -,7025E-01 -,_$12Z-_1 -.3620_i-D1 -o7817_-02 .2766_-01 .6695E-01 .I072E+03 .145_E+00 ,1779E+00 .2033£+00
22 .2200E.02 -,6648_-01 -.f371_-Ol -.3U24_._01 -°2851E-02 ,ZO67F-01 ,6G95q-Ol .IO_OE+OD o1389E+00 ,1689E.00 °1921E.00
23 .2300E.02 -,6219E-01 -°_23Z-01 -.2_25E-01 °8536E-03 ._206E-01 °6552_-01 .9956E-OL .1315E+00 .1589E.00 °ISOIE+DO
24 .°2.400E,02 -,5B_4E-01 -.4qOgE-Ol -,2222E-01 .220_E-02 .311_E-01 -6219_-01 .9359S-01 -1231E+00 .1482E.00 .1676E.00
25 .2500E+02 -.56_2E-D1 -,_2_6E-01 -°2263E-01 °2292E-03 .2732E-01 ,5636Z-01 .8589E-01 ,113_E.DO ,1370£+00 ,1550E.00
26 °2600E+02 -°5770E-D1 -°q529E-01 °2623E-01 -._275E-02 -2131E-01 &48_7_-01 °7585E-OL .IOISE+OO ,1255E.00 ,1408E+00
27 °2700E.02 -o59_3E'01 -._6_3E-01 -.2686E-01 -°8253E-02 .1506_-.01 &392_-01 ,6336E-OL .8580E-D1 ,I054E+00" .1209E+00
28 .2GOOE+02 -.6009E-D1 -.4766E-01 -°3103E-01 -.1241E-01 ..78_9E-02 ,2863_-01 .4882£-01 .67_E-D1 .8357[-01 .9634E-01
29 .2900F.02 -,6285E-01 -°5115E-01 -°3587E-01 -,1926E-01 -.170gE-D2 ,1569E-01 ._2_6E-01 ._721E-01 ,6007E-01 ,7025E-01
30 ,3000E.02 -,6929E-01 -.5917E-01 -,4561E-01 -.2917E-01 -.l168E-Ol .5603Z-02 °2126E-0_ ,3460E-01 ,_602E-01 ,5506E-01
JZ= 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 " 30
Z = .2_00E+02 °2200E+02 °2300E+02 .2400E.02 .2500E+02 .260_E+02 .2700£.02 .2800E+0'2 ,2900E+02 °3000E+02
[Y Y
I.IOOOE+01 .5_71E-D4 ._779E-0_ °8107E-03 °6912E-03 °6D83E-03 .4252_-03 .3477E-03 ,2871E-03 ,2331E-03 .184_E-03
2 ,2000E.01 °.224_E-02 .I028£-02 -°16_5E-04 -°4944E-03 -o7016E-03 -.7&_2_-03 -.6885E-0} -.5586E-03 -,Q632E-O_ -.3609E-03
3 .30DOE.01 ,5344E-02 ._I_:D_-02 -iI02_-02 ._609_-03 -°2577_-04 -_24R8_-03 -,2864E-0} -.2_78E-03 -.2568E-03 -.2321E-03
._O00E.01 ,.1094E-D1 .@221E-02 °4Y_gE-02 .4017E-02 ._019Z-02 .230_-02 .1841Z-07 .1438E-02 .1012E-02 .6679E-03
5 .SO00E+01 ,1915E-01 .1602E-01 _ll2qE-ol .9829E-02 ,7972E-02 .6_67_-02 .5277_-0_ ,_179E-02 .31_0E-02 ,2170E-02
.6 ,6000E.01 @5032E-01 .2683Z-01 -2020E-01 °1794_-01 .1486E-01 ,1221E-01 ,lO01E-O[ .7959E-02 .5989E-02 .4255E-02
7 .._OOOE.01 ,_BGE-D1 °_0_3"'-01_ .3192E-01 0284DE-01 .2367E-01 ,1952q-01 .160_E-01 ,I_7_E_-01'" ,9658E-02 .6903E-02
8 ,8000E.01 ,62_OE-DI .SBO5E-Ol .4647E-01 .4114E-01 ._430E-01 ,2829_-01 .2322E-01 .1848E-01 .1404E-0! .1008E-01
9 ,9000E.01 ,8392E-01 .7_29E-01 ,6367E-01 .5596E-01 .4654E-01 ,383_-01 °3141E-01 .2499E-01 .19_4E-01 ,1371E-01
i0 .IOOOE+02 ,I063E+00 .1010E+O0 °8310E-01 .72_4F-01 ,6001E-OI ,4932E-01 .4033E-OL &321DE-D1 ,2449E-01 ,1766E-01
ii °IIOOE._2 '1313E.DO .1253&+00 .I041E+OO ._999E-01 07_21E-01 ,6086_-D1 .4965E-0_ .3950E-D1 ',3018E-01 .2180E-01
12 .1200E+02 ,15B7E+OO ..ISOOE+O0 .1257E.DO .1078E+00 ,8855F-01 _7245r-01 .5898E-01 .4689E-01 ,3586E-01 ,2593E-01
13" _lSOOE+O2" '1809E*00 °1737E.OD .lq68E+O0 .1251E+00 .102qE+O0 ,8353Z-01 °6785E-01 .5392E-Ol".4126E-01 °2987E-01
Zq ,1400E.02 ,202_E.0.0 ,1950E.OU .1664E+00 .1410E+00" ,1150E+00 _9365E-01 .7590E-0_ .6028E-01 ,4615E-01 °3342E-01
15 ,1500E.D2 ,2198E*00 .2125E+DO .1832E+00 .1547E+00 .1260E.00 ,1023E+00 ,8278E-D[ ,6569E-01 ,5030E-01 .3645E-01
16 °1600E.02 ,2320E+00 °2254E+00 ;1564E.00 °1657E+00 .1349E+00 &IO94Z+O0 .8827E-0_ .6999E-01 ,5359E-01 .3884E-01
17 .1700E.02 ,2386E+DO .2330_00. .2055E.00 ,1737_+DD ,1415E+00 &II46E.DO .q23_E-OL ,7514E-01 ,55_7E-01 ,4056E-01
18 .1800E+02 ,2396E+DO .2356E+00 .2105_+0D o1787E+00 °1460E+00 ,I182E+DO ,9508E-01 ,7521E-01 ,5753E-01 " ._166E-01
19 .IgOOE.02 ,2359E.OD .2336E+00 °2116E+00 °181DE+OD o1486E.00 ,1204Z+00 °g672E-01 ,7639E-D1 ,5837E-01 .€223E-01
20 .2OOOE+0.2 .2283E.00 .2279Z+00 ,2093E.00 °181DE.OO .1496E+00 ,1215E+00 ,9751E-01 .'a7689E-01 ,5866E-01 ,4238E-01
21 .2100E+02 ;2180E.OO .2193E+00 _2043E+00 .1791E+00 .1494E+OD ,1217E.00 ,9764E-DI ,7687E-01 ,5855E-01 ,4222E-01
22 .2200E.D2 ,2060E+00 ,2086E+00 ,I_69E+DO ,1752E+00 ,1479E+00 ,1211E.O0 .9723E-OL ,7641E-01 ,5809E-01 ,_178E-01
23 .23DOE+D2 ,1929E+00 °1963E+00 °1876E.00 .1694£+0D ,1449E+OD _IIgSE.OD .g614E-OL _7552E-DI ,5728E-01 ,_ID7E-OI
24 ,2400E.02 ,179_E+DO .1831E.00 ,1764E+00 ,1615E+00 ,1400E.OO ,1166_.00 .gq13E-01 ,739_E,01 "°5594E-01 .3998E-01
25 " ,2500E.02 ,_660E+00 .IGSSE+DO ,164DE+00 ,1515E.00 ,1326E+00 &III_E+O0 .gO55E-OI d7122E-D1 ,5381E-01. ,3833E-01
26 ,2600E.02 &!5_7E+DO ,1553E.00 ,I_02E+O0 ,1386E.O0 .12_gE.OQ *i032E+00 .8448E-01 ,6677E-01 ,50q4E-01 .3577E=01
27 .2700_+02 .13"I2E+DO .1352E.00 ,IJlSE+OO .1219E+OD .1079E+00 &9185E-OI .7553£-0_ w5987E-OI ,4516E-01 °3187E-01
28 ,2800E.02 ,.IO_gE+O0..I085E+00 ,I064E+OD ,9938E-01 .8833E-D1 ,7527E-01 .6180£-01 .4874E-D1 ,36_0E-01 ,2535E-01
29 ,2900E+n_ ,7698E-01 79_5E-01 ,7768E-01 ,7175E-01 ,6129£-01 ,5002E-01 .3952E-01 ,2959E-D1 ,2069E-01 .1322E-01
30. ,_O00E.._''&598@E-OI ._6017E-01 ,5679E-01 ,_807E-01 ,3491E-D1 .,2301E-01 ,1326E-0_ ,5_25E-D2 ,3825E-03 -.2295E-02
!Z= 31 _2 33
Z = .3100L*02 oS_OOE.02 .3500£+02
2 ,2000E_01 -,1942£-03 -.1074E-OZ ,17250-11
3 *3000E+O1 -.1156E-03 -.7516Z-0_ -_3286E-08
4 =4000E+01 .4652E_03 .1_b6_-03 -,4_4_E-08
5 .5000E+01 o14-16E-02 .&325_-03 -,5356E-08
6 ,6000E.01 ,2749E-02 .]262E-O2.-,SO&5E-08
7 *7000E.01 .4_8E'02 °2071E-02 -,6609E-OB
8 ,8DOOE+O1 ,6495E-02 ._046_-02 -,7006E-OA
9 .9000E+01 .8833_-02 .a162_-02 -.72HOE-O_
10 °1000E*02 ,1139_-01 .53_0E-02 -,7_38_-06
11 .1100E.02 .1407E-01 o6678_-02 -.7_91_-08
12 .1200E+02 ,1676E-01 .7_69E-02 -.7_0E-.08
13 ,1300E.02 *:1951E-01 °92U2E-02 -.72_6E-08
1_ o1400E+02 .2163E-01 .1032E-01 -°7031E-Ob
15 °1500E+02 °23Bog-D1 ,1127E-01 -*667_E-08
16 .1600E+02 _2515E-01 .1203£-01 -.6216E-0_
17._.._._PTOOE+02 °2627E-_1 °1257_-01 -.5666&-08 _
18 .IPOOE.02 ,2697E-01 ,12_2_-01 -,5033£-08
19 .1900E+02 .2732E-01 _130_E-01 -*_3_3E-08
20 .2000E+02 .2739E'01 ,1313E-01 -*Sb25E-08
21 .2100E+02 °2723E-01 .1305E-01 -,2521E-08
22 ,2200E.02 _2688E-01 ,.,12_7E-01 -o2285E-08
23 °2300E.+02 ,263_E-01 .1260_-01 -°1772E-08 •............. _-_- "
24 .2_00E.02 ,255_E-91 ,121BE-01 -,lq37E-08
25 ,2500E+02 °2_52K-01 °1152E-01 -.1302E=0_
26 .2600E.02 .224q_-D1 °1052E-01 -,1326E-08
27 °2700E.02 .1987E-01 °_271_-02 -.13_6E-08
28 °2_00E+02 ,1583E-91 ,7_67_-02 -.1037E-08
"29 ..2FOOE+02 .7530E-02 °_178E-02 .117AE-11
30 .3000E+02 -o29_9E-02 -,2255E-02 -,10qZE-16
5TAT.ION 3 **** VOR-X ****
IZ = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
7 = .1000Z*01 .2000E-01 ,3000E.O1 o_000£+01 .5000E+01 °600_+01 °7000E._1 .8000E+01 °9000E.01 .1000E.02
I.Y Y
1 _1000£+01 °0 .]t:O_E.O_ .3q10_+02 .5210E.02 .65_E.02 °7_82_+02 ._15_E+02 ,1045E+03 .1218E+03 ,1557E+03
2 ,2000E+01 .0 .f_365_*01 °1E2_.02 °2415_.02 °310_E+02 °379_.02 °_$3E+02 °5277E+0? .6363E+02 ,8178E+02
5 _3C00_.01 ,O ._418Z.0] .7093_01 ,1050_+02 ,1387E_02 ,1757_.02 °2170E*02 ,2672E.0? .3_12E+02 .4556E.02
4 ,4000E.01 °0 °3565E+00 ,1401L+01 .2250£401 .3_23E+01. _5178_.01 ,7_72E+01 .1057E+02 ,1500E.02 ,2145E+02
5 °SGOOE.Ol ,0 -°1_35E+01 -.233_'E+01 -°309_E.01 -,337_E+01 -°2569_+01 -,1987£.OL "°26_E+00 ,18BOE.01 ._742E*01
6 ,60GOE.01 ,"0 --2_'OqE+01 -°475P£.01 -°6523_+01 -°7769E+01 -*8300_*01 -°8286E.01 _.7R19E+O] -°7109E+01 -,6965E.01
7 .7000_.01 .0 -°362_+01 "°6170_-01 -°_511E+01 "°1035E+02 -,1t50_-02 -,121HE+O? -°1234E+02 -,1305E+02 -°1488E.02
S .8000_01 o0 --_11_+_] -,G7b_t_.OZ -,9_03_*01 -.1154_.02 -.1307_'0_ -,1"_18E+n_ -°1_95E.02 -,1652E+02 -,1968E.02
9 °b_OOE.01 ,0 -;_'7.1E_01 ",67_7_'.01 -°94qI_+01 -,]165_+02 -*1335_.02"-o1469E+02 -,1588E.02 -,1798E+02 -*2197E+02
10 ,_00_.02 ,D -._5'_1Z.01 -,6_60_.01 -,_850_+01 -.1_97_+02 -,1266_.02 -°1410£+02 -,1552£+02 -,1788E+02 -*2225E.02
Ii °llOOE+O2 ,D -._155_+01 ".SE?6E+01 -,783_+0] -.97_5_+01 -,i132_*02 -,1272_.02 -°1#21_+02 -,1664Z.02 -,2102E.02
12 °1200E.£2 °O -._t_5_*01 -°4"l_b_*O1 -°6595_+81 -.8218_+01 -,9A05_+01 -,1088£+0_ -,1232_+02 -°1_6_.02 -,187_E.02
13 .1300_+02 *0 -.20_2_.01 -.3773_.01 -.5274_+01 -o6568F.01 -°77_1_+01 -.F841E.O[ ".1014E.02 -,1223E+02 -_1585E.02
14 ,1400_+02 °O - -,1_77Z.01 -°2_5_+0t -,4002£.01 -,5012Z+01 -,5920_+01 -,6817_+0t -°7922E+01 -o9700E+01 -,1273E+02
15 ,1500Z.02 ,0 -*1123_.01 ",20_7_+01 -°2071_.01 -.3607£+01 -._285_.01 -,_978£+01 -.58A5E+01 -°7256E+01 -,9684E.01
16. *1600E.02 ,0 -.7516_.C0 -.1Z79_+0] -°1939_.01 -,24_5E+01 -,2922q+01 -°5_29E+01 -,_101E+01 -,51_6E.01 -*69_9E.01
17 °1700_.02 °O -._702Z.00 -,86_2£.00 -°1227E+01 -,155_E+01 -°1872_+01 -°2223E+01 -°2701E+01 -.3_73E+01 -,_681E+01
18 ,l_OOZ.02 ,0 -°2741_+0_ -,5117_+00 -.72b7E+00 -,_259F+00 -.1126_+01 -.1350£.0L -,1677E+01 -,2189_+01 -,2953E.01
19 *l_OOE+02 o0 -.l_'_lE.Ob -°2_25_.00 -.40_6F+00 -.5203_+00 -°6q15_+00 -,7_9E.03 -.9686E.OO -,1396E.01 -.1755E.01
20 ,2000E.02 -0 -.7£79_-01 ".lq_L+O0 -,2159K+00 -,2B1GE.OO -.5535_+00 -.4_17_+09 -*5675E.00 -,7563E+00 -*1008E.01
21 .2100_.C2 °C -,_Tb_-_l -°775F£-01 -°1153_+00 -,1539_+00 -,1990_.00 -°2530E+0_ -,3501_+00 -,qq33_.O0 -_5933E.00
22 ,2200_+02 ,0 -.2210_-01 -,_57_£-C1 -°7022_-01 -._5"93_-01 -,1253_+00 -.1647E+03 -.2179E+_0 -.2955E+00 -_4102E+00
25 .2ZONe's02 °0 -.]=:"_-,31_ ".3270_-01 -.5073_-01 -,7053_-01 -,9408E-01 -,1242E+03 -.1677E+00 -,2378E+00 -.3556E.00
2_ .2_00_+02 .0 -.11%0i-_1 -,_=,.._7_-01- -.3977_-01 -.5555T-01 -.7_65_-01 -._759E-01 -.1359E+00 -.213_£+00 -.3574E+00
• - _._-'=_.-O_ " 7_-01 - _ -25 °2_00_.02 0 • "'_'" '_ .1 ,2820_-01 -°_9_9£-01 ,55_1_-0] -,7249Z-01 -°10$7E+00 -,1943_+00 ,3805E.00
2& ,2_5b_-_2 ,C -.]_O:-r)l -.2"47_-bl -°3_44F-01 -.503_.Z-01 -°536cq-01 -._555E-01 -,5025E-01 -.1_08Z.O0 -,3_08E.00
21 .2700;'-02 .0 -.13!_£-01 -.2660L-01 -°3461_;-01 -,_23_-01 -,5172T-0] -._4?IE-OL -°935q£-01 -,1602_+00 -,2677E+00
2H °2tOO_+O2 ,D -._3/I -Q_ -.I_57_-01 -,lb97E-01 -,16_9E-01 -,18_9_-01 -,1965E-OL -,2LOOZ-01 -,2002E-OI -,1793E-01
29 °2_00£+02 ,0 -.73_!_- -.12_-01 -°1335_-GI -°134A_-01 -,I_5_...-01 °1332E-0_ -,i147_-01 -,7_03_-02 -,5420E-02
30 ,3_00_.02 ,0 °P ,0 ,O ,0 ,0 .N ,0 ,0 °0
Z : ,1100[.02 .I_OUE+02 " .13D0_+02 .1_00[.02 .1500E+02 .160.0E+02 .1700_+_2 .1800[.02 .1900E+02 ,2000E+02
IY Y _ "
1 ,IO00E.01 .1753E+D3 ,231_E.03 .2847E+03 -2S32E+03 .2769Z.03 .2_40E.03 .2507E+03 ,2062E+03 .1661E.0_ ,1295E+03
2 _2000E.OZ ,9486Z+_2 _1119£+03 .1185E.03 .1128E+03 ._619E.02 _8046_.02 .6468_.0_ ,5126E.02 .3077E.02 ,1876E.023 3000{'01 ,5274E.D2 .5324E+02 °4234E+02 ,2540E+02 ,1015E.02 -.3918_+01 -,1491E+0_ -,2265E.O2"-,305"6E+02 -',3395E+02
4:4000E.O1 =2384E.02 .,1397E.O2''.3254E+O1 -.2201_.02 -,3765E.02 "-.4990_+02 -°5880E.01 -,6410E+02 -.6625E.02 -,6657E+02
5 .5000E'.01 ,2909E.OZ -°1273£+02 -.3210E+02 -°5006E.02 -.6506E+02 -.76_1_+02 -.8345E.01 .-.8697E+02 =,6701E.02 -o8607E+02
6 .,6000E.01 -*I184E*02 -,3004E.02 ;,4935E.02 -.6610£+02 -.7950E+02.-o8934_+02"-°9530E.0_ -.9793E.02 -.9721E.02 -,9601E*02
7 ,7000E.O_--,2186_.D2 -=4058E+02 -,5835E+02 -,7337E.02 -°8496E.02 -.9324E+02 -,9826E.07 -,1002E.03 -,9955E.02 -,9852E+02
8 ,8000E.01-.2796E.02 -.4570£.02 "-.6112E+02 -,7406E'+02 -.8375E+02 -°9048Z+02 -°9461E.07 -,9618E+02 -,9580E.02 -,9508E.02
9 °gO00E*01 --3081E.02 -o4657E.02 -.5529_.02 -.6996E+02 -o7765E+02 -,8293_+02 -',8619E.0_ -,8748E+02 -,8743E.02 -,8708E.02
10 ,1000E.02 -.3103E+D2 -,4425E+02 -.5419Z.02 -°6255€.02 -.6831E+02 -,7222_+02 -o7468E.02 -°7570E.02 -°7593E.02 -°7592E+02
11 ,1100E+02 -,2923E-D2 -,3_69E.02 -,4702E+02 -.5319E+02 -.5720E*02 -,5989_.02 -.6161E+07 -.6240E+02 -.6277E.02 -,6300E.02
12 ,i200E.02 -,26DiE.D2 -°3377E+02 -.3_1_+02 -._303_.02 -,_557E+02 -°4724_+02 -,_834£+07 "-.4889E+02 -.4931E+02 -,4965E+02
13 ,1300_-02 -.2195£-02 -.2727E.02 -.30_4_+02 -.3306_+02 -°34_4F_C2 -,3534_+02 "°3593E+02 -,3628E+02 -,3656[+02 -,3702E.02
14 .1400E.02 -o1754Z_52"-.2083Z+02 _°2259£+02 -,2401Z+02 -.2457_+02 -.2493E+02 -°2517Z.0_ -.2535Z.02 -.2563E+02 -,2594E+02
15 °1500E+_2 -.132_+02 -.14_8Z.02 -,1578£+02 -,1638£.02 -°1643E+02 -.1647F+02 -,1649Z.01 -,165_E.02 -,1671E+02 -°1693E+02
16 °1600£+02 -.9378E+01 -.lO07E+O2"-.lO30Z+O2.-.1042Z+02 -.102q_+02 -°1012_+02 -*1002Z+OZ -,9989E+01 -o10_5E+02 -,1016E+02
17 ,1700E+02 -,619_Z+01 -°.6288E+01 -,&270Z-01 -,6174E+01 -,5937E+01 -°5773Z+01 -,5630E+01 -,5552_.01 -,5532E+01 -,5536E+01
18 .IBOOE+02 -,3803E+D1 -,3658E+01 -°3581E+01 -,3_39[+01 -°_245E+01 -,3102Z+01 -,2970E+01 -=2873[+01 -,2-799E_+01 -°2731E+01
19 ,l_OOE*_2-'_,2187E.01 -°2028E+01 -_1987_+01 -..lB91E+01 "-,1776E+01 -;1680_+01 -°1579Z.01 -,1_81E+01 -_1381E+01 -,1270E+01
20 .2000E.02 -,1225E.01 -,115"3E.01 ".i177E+01 -.1153E+01 -.1115_+01 -,I065E+01 -,9953E+0] -,9065E+00 -,7972E+00 -,6645E+00
21 ,2100E+02 -,7307Z.00 -.7638E+00 -.OqgO_+O0 -'°8925E.00 -°q138E+O0 -,9047_+00 -,8608_.03 -.7801_.00 -.6653E+00 -,5188E+00
22 °2200E.02 -,5426E._0 -,664.4E.00 -.80_9E._0 -,9084E.00 -.9750E.00 -.9973E.OO"_.3728E+OO -,8977E+00 -,7783E.00 -,6178E+00 "='
23 ,2300E.02 -,5208E._0 -,7126E*00 -,90_5E.00 -,1057£.01 -,1159E+01 -&1208E+Ol"-,1198E.O[ -,1126E.01 -,9995E.00 -,8238E.00
24 ,2400E.02 -o5750E+00 -°8306E.00 -*I074E+Ol.-°I267E+01 -,1397_+01 -,l_67_+01_,I466E.OI -°1395E+01 -o1261E.01 -,I072E.01
25 ",2500E.02 -&6685E+OO -,9852E.00 -,1258Z.01 -_.1_55E.01 -,1583E+O1.-_165DZ+O1.'-,1649E.Ol -,1581E+01 -,1455E+01 -,1280E.01
2B -'o260flE+02 -,75_3E+OO -,1054E.01 -,'I195Z+01 -oI211E+OI -.I201E+01 -°I183E.01 -,1162E+01 -°I145E+01 -,I127E+01 -,1099E+01
27 °2700E.02 -,38_2E.DO -,4396E.00 -,4373_+00 -,3897E.00 -°3509E.00-_3190E+00 -,3015_.03 -°3019E.00 -_31_.4E+00 -,3235E.00
28 °2BOOE.02 -°1584E-D1 -.839_Z-02 -_3279E-02 --2514E-03 °2145E-02 ,4049E-02 ,6066E-07 ,B245E-02 ,1092E-01 ,1410E-01
29 -2900E.02 -,3008F-02 -,1551E-02 -.1_33E-02 -°1737E-02 -°1_34E-02 -_1080E=02 -.8503E-0_ -,gO2BE-03 -°1358E-02 -,2023E-02
30 .3000E.02 .0 .0 .0 °0 .0 ,0 .0 o0 °0 -0
_ IZ= 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 29 .30
Z = .2t00E.02 .2200_.C2 °2300E.02 ,2400Z+07 °2500E+02 ,_60_E.02 .2700E.D2 °2800E.02 ,2900E.02. ,30OOE.02
IY Y
" 1 ._000_.01 .1159E+O3 .c560E.02 ._452_+02 .7S2_+02 .6176£+02 .5420_+02 ,4"564_+0_. °3£78_+02 °2919£.02 ,2186E.02
2 ,2OOOZ.Ol .1416E+02 .1065Z+02 .9535_.01 °3_03_+01 .101_E+01 .7877_+00" °I074Z_01 °1025E.01 ,1321E+01 °1371E+01
3 ,3DOOE+Ol -.3485_.D2 -°353_[+02 -,3094E+02 -,3223Z+02 -,2873£.02 -o2427_.02 -.1873E.0_ -°1563E.02 -,1166E+02 -,8183E+01
4 °4OOOE+O1 -°6518E+D2 -°6429E+02 -'5539_+02 -.5347E+02 -._590Z+02.-°3790_+02 -°3093E+0_ -,2457E+02 -,1863E.02 -,1333E.02
5 °5000E.O1 -°8365E+D2 -.8178Z+02 -,7041Z.02 -°6529Z.02 --5515F.02 -,449E_+02 -,3665E+01 -°2911E+02 -=2218Z_02 -.1598E.02
6 °6000£.01 -.932BE+D2 -°_075Z.02 -.7_32Z+02 -.7070Z.02 -.5_90E+02 -°4_70E+02 -°3873E.0_ -.3074E.O2.-°2350E.02 -°1698E.02
7 ,7OOOE.O1 -._6_2E+b2 -.9320Z.02 -,8066_+02 -°7127E+02 -°5862E+02 -.4719'E+02 -.3817E+07 -°3026E.02 -.23_7E.02 -,1678E.02
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